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1. Introduction  
Thank you for choosing MeetingPlaza. 

This user manual provides descriptions on meeting administrator features, registered user features and how 

to use MeetingPlaza (Windows version).  

1-1 Overview of this manual 

 This manual use symbols of < > and [ ] for different occasions. 
   Symbol < >: to describle words in a page; 

   Symbol [ ] : to describle menu and parameters. 

 

(example of a screen) 

 
 

(example of a description) 

   a value [ FTTH (Send: 1.0Mbps, Receive: 3.0Mbps ] at settings. 

 

 In this user manual, we add Point and Attention for additional emphasis.  

 

 

Point 

Key Matters 

Attention 

Important Notes 
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1-2 Devices required to use MeetingPlaza 

To use MeetingPlaza, a PC, Internet connection and audio equipment are must-haves. Web camera is 

optional. 

Below, is a list of applicable devices. 

 

PC OS Windows 7 SP1 

Windows 8.1*1 

Windows 10*2 (Version 1703,1709,1803) 

CPU Intel Core 2 Duo or above*3 

Available hard disk storage 200MB or above 

Required memory 2GB or above 

Web browser Internet Explorer 11.0, Microsoft Edge 

Firefox *4, Google Chrome *4  

Internet connection ADSL, broadband 

(works with 28.8Kbps modem)  

Audio equipment headset /mic. speaker 

/echo-canceller equipped mic. Speaker  

Video equipment (optional) Web camera / digital video camera applicable to i-Link 

(IEEE1394) 

*1 ModernUI or WindowsRT is not applicable. 

*2 Mobile, Mobile Enterprise, IoT Core is not applicable. 

*3 Use a high performance PC for smooth file sharing, better video quality and high resolution meeting 

experience. For better application sharing experience, recommand PCs that are Core i5 or above for 

sharing user side and Core 2 Due or above for shared user side.  

*4 Updated for the latest version released in September 2018.  

* Characters used in the web conference, such as meeting room name, user name, shared file name and 

content or text chat that are encoded in a character set depend on the specific OS or device may not display 

correctly. 

* Virtual machine, thin client, or client program running on a remote desktop is not applicable.  

* Not recommanded to run MeetingPlaza on OS, browser or any version that is out of manufacturer 

warranty, or no longer supported by manufacturers. 

* Please refer to separate operational manuals for how to use MeetingPlaza on Mac, iOS or Andriod.
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2. For Conference Room Administrator 

 

2-1 Portal Page 

Features listed on a portal page. 

 

 

Item Descriptions 

Room Information It shows current number of users (connections). 

Entrance URL 
By giving meeting URL to a guest, he can join the conference room without 

authentification. 

[Open] It shows the entrance URL page. 

Room Settings To create / Change / Delete Ad Hoc conference room 
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Entrance URL Settings to create Ad Hoc conference room 

Reservation & Date To schedule a meeting 

Templates To create meeting template and recurring meetings 

Directory To enter user information for meeting schedules 

User settings To assign user ID and password to each user 

Announcement to user To display messages on registered users' portal page 

Usage Information To view number of users (participants), meeting duration and meeting history 

Advanced Settings To add settings that apply to all conference rooms 

My settings 
To add settings on making changes to meeting organizer ID / password and 

conference room operational policies.  

 

2-2Ad Hoc room 

Ad Hoc room is a type of room not required to schedule in advance.  

 

2-2-1Room settings 

For first time login users, three (3) Ad Hoc conference rooms are available to use. 
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Item Descriptions 

New entry To create a new conference room 

Sort Rooms To sort orders of conference rooms 

No. To view orders of conference rooms 

Name of the room To view conference room name 

Number of Users 

Current / Max 

To view number of participants and max number of participants allowed for the 

conference room. 

Manager Message 
On administrator's message field, administrator can see users entered the room 

either from entrance URL or via invitation email URL.  

upload file To upload files prior to the meeting starts 

Update To change conference room settings 

Delete To delete a conference room 

Log To view conference room usage history 

 

 

 

 To create a new conference room 

1. Cick <New entry> at Room Settings menu. 

 

Point 

• Adding number of devices to a conference room simultaneously doesn't affect capacity (max. number 

of participants). 

  → Click [Change] button in a conference room to change capacity. 
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2. The new conference room registration screen is displayed. 

 

3. Enter registration details. 

Enter details in the order under < Add Room >. 

Item Descriptions 

Name of the room 
Enter conference room name. 

Must have items.  

Voice Quality 

choose conference room audio quality. Normal tone quality is equivalent to a 

normal cellular phone. Clearer quality can be obtained by selecting either < good > 

or < excellent >. 

Attention: 
When there is a participant who is on a network (for instance, modem line and 

ISDN line) where the speed is slow because of the volume of data then set the tone 

quality as good.  

Capacity Enter the maximum number of participants for a conference room.  

Region Specify the conference server. 
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A Web conference with high-quality video, audio and data sharing can be held by 

specifying the server which is nearest to the participants to limit the effects of 

network delay or bandwidth change. 

There are seven base points of servers. 

- Japan 

- Hong Kong 

- Singapore 

- Melbourne 

- Washington, D.C. 

- San Jose 

- Amsterdam 

* Server base point might be changed. 

Type 

To choose conference screen components. 

There are multiple screen types to choose from. Please check the image examples 

carefully. (Choose each screen and an image example shows.) 

A user chooses [Show admin and talker] to limit video activities to these two 

parties.  

Password 
□By checking on this option ☑, a password is set for users log into conference 

room via entrance URL.  

Administrator 

password 
□By checking on this option ☑, an administrator password is set for users log into 

conference room via entrance URL.  

 

4. To view details entered. 

After entered all items, please [confirm] to view details on conference room that has been added. 

 
Confirm details and click [OK] to proceed. To make a change, click [Go Back].  

 

5. A new conference room is added. 
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 To sort conference rooms 

conference rooms are listed in the order of per prioritized. High priority conference rooms shown on top 

of the page. 

To change priorities, go to [Sort rooms].  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Upload files prior to conference starts 

Before the conference starts, user may upload files that will be shared in the conference to server in 
advance, from either an Adhoc room or a reserved conference room. 

Attention 

What happens if number of connections exceeds max. number of simultaneous connections allowed? 

Fixed rate plan: 

When number of devices connected exceeds max. number of simultaneous connections allowed, low 

priority Ad Hoc conference room(s) will start to move to chat only room. 

 

Pay-for-use plan: 

Ongoing conferences will not be affected even actual number of devices connected exceeds max. 

number of connections allowed.  

Meanwhile, new Ad Hoc conference room will start with chat only feature. (video or voice features 

are disabled)  
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The up-loaded file recommends the "VPI" form. 

There is the following advantages when the VPI file is used.  

 It is possible to inspect it paging while even delivering material. 

 It is possible to refer on the hoped page. 

 

 

 

 How to upload files 

1. Click [Attachment]. 

 

Point 

 A prior update can be done at any time while holding the conference.  

 Only administrator can share the file that has been uploaded in advance.  

 

Attention 

 The upper bound of the size of the file is 256MB a file. 

 12 is the maximum number of files that can be uploaded at once. 

 A total of 30 total files can be uploaded. 
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2. Click [Browse] to choose a file to upload. 

 

3. To choose a starting date and ending date, go to "Set conference start date and time", "Set 

conference ending date and time" to choose a date and time.  
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4. Click [Upload].  

 

5. To view the file you've uploaded to the conference.  

 

 

 

2-2-2 Entrance URL settings 
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Choose a random Ad Hoc conference room and create an entrance URL. 

 

 

 To create a new entrance URL 

1. Go to entrance URL settings page, click [New entry]. 

 

2. Entrance URL creation page opens.  
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Item Descriptions 

Allow Rooms 

To allow participants to login: 
Choose a conference room and click [→] button to go to "Allow Rooms".  

To not allow participants to login: 
Choose a conference room and click [←] button to go to "Disabled rooms".  

Memo To view details that you entered on entrance URL setting page - Memo section. 

Password 
Turn ☑(on) □(check box) to set a password for all participants login from 

entrance URL. 

 

3. To enter details. 

Enter items listed below "Add entrance URL" in the order. 

 

4. To view details that you have entered. 

After completed all items, click [Confirm] to check details entered to add new entrance URL. 
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Check details and click [OK] to proceed. Click [Go Back] to make changes.  

 

5. Completed adding a new entrance URL. 

 

 How to change / delete an entrance URL 

Click [Update] to make changes to entrance URL. 

In this page, users make changes to settings of choosing the "Allow Rooms", Enable/Disable entrance 

URL, change an entrance URL and set a password to entrance URL.  
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Click [Delete] to delete the entrance URL. 

 

 

2-2-3 Usage history 

To view Ad Hoc conference room usage history 

 
 

To view all users' user names, conference room name, login time, logoff time, IP address, meeting 

Point 

Common URL is unable to delete. 
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duration (minutes), client, connection method, connection quality per month. 

Usage history is available for users that have been deleted. 

Click [ < ] and [ > ] to change month. 

In addition, click [ Get logfile ] to download the selected month usage history data in csv file. 

The following confirmation message displays. Click [ Save ] or [ Open ] to proceed. 

(Sample of confirmation message after clicking [ Get logfile ] ) 

 

 

2-3 Conference Scheduler 

This is the type of conference room that needs to specify a conference time and choose participants prior 

to the conference starts.  

2-3-1 Reservation & Date 
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Item Descriptions 

1 start now 
To create a conference room that is available to use right after complete 

scheduling 

2 
Choose a date to 

schedule 
Choose a date to schedule a meeting. 

3 View meeting agenda User may view details of a scheduled meeting 

 

 Schedule a meeting 

 

 

Item Descriptions 

Use a template or history 
User may use meeting template or past meeting history to schedule a new 

meeting. 
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Subject Enter meeting subject 

Meeting time 
Enter meeting start time and ending time. 

Press [...] button to change between meeting date and time.  

Notification 
Set meeting invitation emails alert (in advance or immediately).  

Press [...] button to change how do you want to set meeting invitation alerts.  

Option setting 

Set voice quality, conference room type, region (closest to meeting 

location).  

Press [...] button to change between these settings.  

Directory Choose participants from directory and registered users. 

Import CSV 
Add participants by importing a csv file that has all participants listed in the 

file.  

add participants Add row to add new participant. 

Name Enter new participant 

E-mail address 
Enter email address. This is a required field.  

Press [+] button to add email address.  

Privilege Assign permission to user(s) 

Recordable Assign the recording permission to a user 

Delete Choose the row of participant and delete it. 

Number of Guest Account 
User may create a meeting URL to send to guests to attend a meeting, if 

allowed. 

Message Message body used in meeting invitation email. 

 

 Schedule a meeting from a template or a past meeting history 

User may use meeting template or past meeting history to schedule a new meeting. 
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1. Choose conference start date and time. 

 

2. Go to conference reservation page, click [Use a template or history]. 
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3. Choose a template or history, click [Use]. 

 

4. Data that has been selected are displayed at conference reservation page. 
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 To schedule a meeting from recurring meetings 

Meeting details are saved in history. User may open past meeting details and use it for a new meeting.  

1. Log into the conference scheduler and look at the calendar screen showing past reservation. 

 

2. When the meeting is clicked the information is displayed. Click < Reuse this > to reuse the meeting 

information. 
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3. Apply previous reservation information on a new conference. 

 

 

 Register/add participants 

 Choose from directory & registered user list 

User chooses participants from directory & registered user list. 

For how to add new user to directory, please refer to 2-3-3. For how to register a user, please refer to 2-

4-1.  

1. Click [Directory] at user settings. 
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2. Open "Choose from directory" page. 

 

3. Choose users from directory and click [Add participants]. 

 

4. Selected information are added to the user settings. 
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 Import from cvs file 

By using CSV file, you may enter all participants' information in one transaction.  

1. Click [Import CSV] in the participant list. 

 

2. Click [Browse] in the [CSV files]. 
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3. The selected csv file is displayed at "CSV files". Click [Add participants]. 

 

4. CSV file contents are added into participant list. 
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 Upload files in advance 

User may choose to upload a file to share during the conference at the conference scheduler page. 

 
 

Below, are steps on how to upload a file prior to a conference starts.  

Point 

 csv file format 
In each row, add following items with "," to separate.  

 Name  

 Email address 1  

 Email address 2  

Two <,> are used to separate items. 

For examples: 

 (user with two email addresses) 

 User1,sample1@example.com,sample2@example.com  

 (user has one email address) 

 User2,sample3@example.com,  
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1. Click a scheduled conference. 

 

2. At Reference material, click <Add>.  

 

3. For how to load, please refer to Chapter 2-2-1 < Upload files prior to conference starts >.  

 

2-3-2 Template & Recurring schedulings 

 Templates 

To create a scheduler template.  

 

 Template registration 
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1. Choose [Scheduler] - [Templates]. 

 

2. A Template screen is displayed. Click [Registration]. 
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3. A conference reservation template registration screen is displayed. [Template name] is a required 

item.  

 

 

 Modify and Delete a template 
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1. Log into the conference scheduler and click on the template option in the upper part of the screen. 

 

2. Choose Modify or Delete. 

 

 [ Modify ] 

Display the previous template register screen, please edit or re-login. 

 [ Delete ] 
Display the confirmation screen, Click [OK] to delete the data. 
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 Repeat Settings 

By using saved template, user may choose to repeatedly schedule the same conferences.  

1. Choose conference link that shows < Repeat Settings > from the template. 

 

2. A setting screen for repeated reservation is displayed. Choose < Repeat Settings > - < USE >, then 

choose the date(s) or time(s) that future conferences will be held on to proceed. 
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3. After clicking [OK], the content in Repeat Settings page is displayed. 

 

 

 

 

2-3-3 Directory 

 Directory 

By saving participants' names and email addresses in advance, a handy feature allows the user to select 

or paste from directory when creating participant list. There are two types of directories. 

 Common directory: 

 Directory that is sort in the order of alphabet.  

 Keyword type directory: 

 Directory that is created based on hierarchy. Use keyword to search a participant.  

 

 

Point 

 To schedule a recurring meeting, choose meeting date "xx(hr):xx(min) - xx(hr):xx(min)" on the 

template. 

 The meeting template is saved in scheduling system and meeting alerts will be sent to participants 

"xx date before" on selected time (12am / 6am / 12pm / 6pm). 

 As the meething is scheduled, meeting confirmation email will be sent to organizer and conference 

room administrator. 
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Common directory Keyword type directory 

 

To switch between two directories, choose < Others > - < My settings >. 

 Register directory (common type) 

1. Choose < Scheduler > - < Directory >. 
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2. Saved directory is displayed. 

 

3. Click < New entry >. A new directory entry screen is displayed. 

 
 

Enter directory data. < Name > and < E-mail address > are required items.  
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4. The input for the new registration is confirmed. 

 

 

 Import / Export of directory from CSV file (common type) 

Participant's name and E-mail address can be placed in the directory. 

User may enter the directory via CSV file.  

 

 Import 

1. Click [Directory], and click [Import / Export]. 
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2. Click [Browse] of CSV file. 
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3. The uploaded CSV file is displayed at [CSV files]. Click [Confirm]. 

 

4. Check your added account, click [OK] to proceed. 

 

5. A completed screen is displayed. 
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6. Click [OK] to go back to the address book screen to check what have been entered. 

 

 

 

 

 Export 

Data of the directory that is registered can be downloaded in CSV format. 

Point 

 csv file format 
In each row, add following items with "," to separate. 

 Realm [A:Add, M:Modify, D:Delete] (required) 

 Name (required) 

 Furigana (not used in English Mode. Please set blank.) 

 Organization 

 E-mail address 1 (required) 

 E-mail address 2 

 Note 

Six <,> are used to separate items.  
 

For examples: 

 A,User1,,Section1,sample1@example.com,sample2@example.com,memo1 

 D,User2,,Section2,sample3@example.com,,  

 

* If name and e-mail1 is same in both accout, those are same accounts.  

* If same account is already registered, the line in CSV file is skipped.  
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1. Click [Directory], and click [Import / Export]. 

 

2. Click [Download CSV file], and click [Download]. 
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3. A file download screen is displayed. To open a file, click [Open]; to save a file, click [Save] to 

save to a disignated folder. 

 

 

 Register directory (keyword type directory) 

To use a keyword type directory, Click < Others > - [My settings], Put the checkbox □of [Use keyword 

type] on ☑ 
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1. Choose < Scheduler > - < Directory >. 

 

2. Saved directory is displayed. 
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3. Click < New Entry >. A new directory entry screen is displayed. 

 
 

Enter directory data. < Name > and < Email Address > are required items.  

Enter [Keyword 1], [Keyword 2], [Keyword 3].  

4. The input for the new registration is confirmed. 
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 Change / Delete a directory (common type / keyword type) 

1. Choose < Scheduler > - < Directory >. 

 

2. Choose data that needs to be changed or deleted. 

 

Attention 

Keyword typed directory is unable to import from CSV file.  
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3. Click on the entry that needs to be changed. Click on modify to make changes or click on delete to 

remove the entry. 

 

 [ Modify ] 

Display the previous directory register screen, please edit or re-login  

 [ Delete ] 

Display the confirmation screen, Click [OK] to delete the data.  

 

 

2-4 Others 

Under "Others", user can make changes on user settings, create new announcement to users, check Usage 

Information, change Advanced Settings or Manager Information. 

 

2-4-1 User ID Settings 

 Registered users 

Registered users are allowed to schedule meetings and attend a meeting. 

Conference room administrator can add / change / deactivate /delete registered users. 

Below, is a list of permissions. 

 Per permitted, user can schedule a meeting. 

 Check the [Login from Email address] to allow login from email address. (Duplicated email address 

is not allowed) 

 On the registered user login page, a list of scheduled meeting and available conference rooms are 

displayed. 
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 User registration 

1. Click < New entry > to open a user registration page. 

 

Point 

There is a cap for maximum number of registered users. For ASP service subscribers, the number of 

accounts is limited to 10 times the maximum of simultaneous login licenses per entire system. 

 

Example)  

For ASP service subscribers, if the maximum of simultaneous login licenses is 10, then the number 

of accounts is up to 100.  
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2. Open a user registration screen. 

 

I. Enter user registration information 

Follow the order, enter information at < User Registration >  

Item Descriptions 

NAME  
Enter user name. 

Must have items.  

E-mail address  
Enter user email address. 

Must have items.  

Organization Enter user's group.  

Language 
Choose display language when login to the conference 

room  
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TimeZone TimeZone option is enabled.  

Scheduler 
Check on the box □< Permission to reserve > on☑, this 

user is authorized to reserve a meeting.  

RECORDABLE  
Check on the box □of < Recordable > ☑to record the 

conference. You may authorize one or multiple user(s) 

that are able to record the conference while is on.  

ADMINISTRATOR  
By checking on this option ☑, an administrator, as same 

rights as that can reserve a conference, is now allowed to 

make special changes during the conference.  

Send direct login URL via 

email 

Put □< Send the URL which can log in conference room 

directly > on ☑, the URL will be saved in the Email.  

Allow Rooms Choose from [allow all rooms] or [select rooms]. 

Message to user 
Enter message body here if you want to send a specific 

message to the user at emailing meeting invitation. 

II. The input is confirmed and registration is completed. 

click [OK] on the user's registration screen. 

 
 

Confirm details and click [OK] to proceed. To make a change, click [Go Back].  

When registration is complete, ID and password will be sent to the user. 
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III. Send an email with login ID and password enclosed. 

Registered users receive the following email. 

For users that are chose to "Send with direct login URL", they receive conference room login URL 

in the same email.  

 

 

 Import / Export registered user via CSV file 

 Import 

Subject:MeetingPlaza User account 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

To: User A, 

(Contract ID MeetingPlaza) 

 

Your account is registered by MeetingPlaza Conference Manager. 

Your ACCOUNT: ABCDEFGH 

Your PASSWORD: STUVWXYZ  

 

Please access the following URL to enter the remote conference room. 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/teammgr/index.cgi  

 

Please access the following URL to direct enter the remote conference room. 

Business Development Department meeting  

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?Abcde1FgHI23Jklmno4-PQRST4u  

 

Web Conference Promoting Committee 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?ABCDE1FghIjklmNO2PQr3STu4v5  

 

Message From Conference Manager: 

Enabled users to attend Business Development Department meeting and Web Conference Promoting 

Committee conference room. 
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1. Click < Import/Export > displayed in < Others > - < User ID Settings >. 
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2. Click [Browse] in the [CSV files]. 
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3. The uploaded CSV file is displayed at [CSV files]. Click [Confirm]. 

 

4. Check your added account, click [OK] to proceed. 

 

5. A completed screen is displayed. 
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6. By clicking [Back], imported content will be displayed in User ID Settings screen. 
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 Export 

Point 

 CSV file format 

In each row, add following items with "," to separate.  

 

 Realm [A: Add, M: Modify, D: Delete] (required) 

 Name (required) 

 Furigana (not used in English Mode. Please set blank.) 

 E-mail address (required) 

 Organization 

 Language [0:Japanese, 1:English, 2:Chinese] (required) 

 Permission to reserve [0:No, 1:Yes] (required) 

 TimeZone (required) (*1) 

 Allow rooms (required) (*2) (*3) 

 Administrator [0:No, 1:Yes] (required) 

 Recordable [0:No, 1:Yes] (required)  

 Announcement of User portal [0:No, 1:Yes] (required)  

(*1) If you don't write timezone, it means "Follow the conference manager." 

(*2) Write "Adhoc Rooms" name with semicolon-separated values. 

(*3) If you write one asterisk(Example 1), it means "All rooms are OK". If you keep blank, it 

means "All rooms are NG" 

 

*If name and e-mail is same in both accout, those are same accounts.  

*If same account is already registered, the line in CSV file is skipped. 

 

Example)  

 A,User1,,sample1@example.com,Group1,0,1,Asia/Tokyo,*,1,1,1 

 D,User2,,sample2@example.com,Group2,0,1,Asia/Tokyo,Room1;Room2,0,0,0  
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1. Click < Import/Export > displayed in < Others > - < User ID Settings >. 

 

2. Click [Download CSV file], and click [Download]. 
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3. A file download screen is displayed.  

To open a file, click ; to save a file, click to save to a designated folder. 

 

 

 Update registered users 
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1. From < User ID Settings > screen, click < Update > on right side of user name 

 

2. Change settings. Go to item "Password", check on "Change" and proceed to login, old password is 

reset and a new password with other account information are sent to the email address registered on 

file.  
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 Suspend registered users 

Click < Suspend >, the following confirmation page is displayed. Click [OK] to suspend the active 

account.  

(For users currently in the conference room, online session will be closed and users will be logged off.)  
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For suspended users, a < Validate > is displayed besides their names in the User ID Settings user list. To 

reactivate the account, please click < Validate >. 

 

 

 Delete registered users 
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The following confirmation screens is displayed when deletion is clicked.  

(For users currently in the conference room, online session will be closed and users will be logged off.)  

 

 

 Usage information of registered users 

Click < Log > to view user's user name, conference room names, login date, logout date, length 

(minutes) by month. 

Click [<] or [>] to view different months.  

 

 

 

 Operating policy settings of the authorized registered user  

An authorized registered user can view, update or delete the reservation made by other users. At this 

page, a conference room administrator can make operational policy of registered users on what can be 

seen and what changes are allowed.  
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Click [Update] to display items that can be changed. registered users' reservation information will be 

updated according to the saved selection.  

 

 

 Registered user password policy 

You can set the minimum number of characters, the required number of mixed characters, and the 

expiration date of the password in the Password that the registered user uses at login. 
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Click [Update] to display the items that can limit the password. 

After selecting the item, press the [Save] button to reflect the restriction contents. 

 
 

 

 

Point 

When a period longer than the expiration date has elapsed from the date the registered user last 

changed the password, an alert announcing the expiration of the password will be displayed on the 

registered user's portal screen.  
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2-4-2 Announcement to user 

Create announcement to be displayed in the portal page to registered users. 

 

2-4-3 Usage confirmation 

By choosing < Others > - < Usage >, user views the conference room usage history by month.  

Please click [<] or [>] or select the year and moth you want to see.  

 

 

The following is a description of the fields. The time unit is < minute >. 

Item Descriptions 

Basic time 

It is time that can be used within the range of the monthly basic charge of 

the contracted ASP service.  

* It might not displayed depending on the type of your contract.  

Amount of reserved time The use time of the conference that has not been begun for that month 

Amount of used time 

(minutes) 

It is total time for the month of the conferences scheduled and the use time 

for the team room 

Amount of total length 

(minutes) 

This is the total of all participants use time including scheduled 

conferences and the team room.  

Login history (reserved conference room) 

Download user log in 

selected reservation 

Usage data of the selected reservation is available for download as csv file. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

NO.1: Conference ID 

NO.2: User Name 

NO.3: E-mail address 

NO.4: Usage start date and time 

NO.5: Usage end date and time 

NO.6: IP address 

NO.7: client 

NO.8: connection method  
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Download reservation log User may download scheduled meeting details data in a csv file. 

To choose details in the log file. 

From left to right, each row in csv file indicates: 

From No. 1 to No. 7 are schedule information. 

From No. 8 to No. 12 are usage history. 

 

NO.1: Reservation start date and time 

NO.2: Reservation end date and time 

NO.3: reservation time 

NO.4: number of people for reservation 

NO.5: conference ID 

NO.6: subscriber 

NO.7: subject 

NO.8: Usage start date and time 

NO.9: Usage end date and time 

NO.10: conference duration 

NO.11: number of users 

NO.12: total use time 

Reservation 

information 

Beginning 

date 

It is "Beginning date" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

End date It is "End date" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

Reservation 

time 

It is time of "End date" - "Beginning date" of reservation information. 

Number of 

use 

It is a number of participants for a scheduled conference 

Conference 

ID 

It is an identification code of the conference room generated when the 

conference room is reserved. 

User name 

who reserved 

The name that reserved the conference is displayed. 

Agenda It is "Agenda" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

Use state Agenda It is a date that the first participant logged in. 

End date It is a date when the last participant logged out. 

Use time It is time of "End date" and "Beginning date" of the use state. 

Number of 

use 

It is a number of people that takes part in a conference. 

Total use 

time 

It is time of the use of the total of the user who took part in a conference. 

Login history (Adhoc room) 
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[Get Logfile] Data of Adhoc meeting room information is available for download as csv 

file by clicking this link. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

NO.1: user name 

NO.2: name of conference room 

NO.3: login time 

NO.4: logout time 

NO.5: total length 

NO.6: IP address 

NO.7: client 

NO.8: connection method  

[DownLoad detailed log] A detailed history is provided per Adhoc meeting room. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

NO.1: conference room name 

NO.2: usage start date and time 

NO.3: usage end date and time 

NO.4: length (minutes)  

NO.5: Individual user history 

user name, login time, logout time, IP address, length (minutes)  

NAME It is the name of the user that logged in the Adhoc room. 

Name of the room Show conference room that was used. 

LOGIN Show conference room logon date and time. 

LOGOUT Show conference room logout date and time. 

LENGTH Show conference lasting time. 

IP address Show IP addresses of users that have entered the room. 

Client The types of connected client device are displayed. 

The types of devices are as follows: 

PC: Windows device 

Mac: Mac device 

Android: Android device 

iOS: iOS device 

Tel: telephone / Video conference device  

Connection Method The actual connecting method is displayed. 

Quality of Connection The connection quality during the meeting is displayed. 

◎Excellent 

○Fair 

△Poor 
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2-4-4 Advanced Settings 

User may change setups on sharing, network, video/audio and so on.  

 

 

 

Please put the checkbox □of selected items of conference room customization on ☑to make a change. 

The following items are customizable items. 

Item Descriptions 

share relation setting... 

set file share mode 
Set up file sharing. 

Default is set as [valid].  

set ap share and desktop 

share 

Set up application sharing and desktop sharing. 

Default is set as [valid].  

set whiteboard share 
Set up whiteboard sharing. 

Default is set as [valid].  

set web share 
Set up web sharing. 

Default is set as [valid].  

Point 

Advanced Settings will affect all conference rooms. Advanced Settings on a particular conference 

room is not available. 

MeetingPlaza Mobile does not support Advanced Settings. 

Some features on MeetingPlaza for Mac does not support Advanced Settings.  
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network relation setting... 

IP address filter(White 

list) 
Set up IP address filter to authorize accesses of the conference room. 

action speed auto 

measure by every login 

Set up network speed test each time at login.  

Default is set as [invalid].  

maximum 

communication speed 

Set up maximum communication speed.  

This configuration will affect < set communication speed >.  

set communication 

speed 
Set up communication speed. 

set priority network 

connect 
Set up priority network connect to [tcp tunneling] or [direct connect]. 

set network connect Detailed network connect 

audio + image relation setting... 

Reconfigure at start-up 
Set up voice dialogue each time at login. 

Default is set as [invalid].  

setting microphone 

control 
Set up the speak mode(microphone control) 

set up echocancel mode Set up the echo canceller to strong or weak. 

set up echocancel mode Set up the echo canceller to strong or weak. 

noisecancel set up 

microphone mode 
Set up the noise canceller, microphone to strong or weak. 

noisecancel set up 

speaker mode 
Set up the noise canceller, speaker to strong or weak. 

disable video clipping 
To display with the specified video size by displaying black bands above and 

below the video, select [valid]. 

video quality change 

simple setting 

Set up the video quality. 

By doing so, user may change [video quality] at same time.  

login conference room relation setting... 

user reserve entrance 

To set up device settings at entrance page for users to check operation in a 

reserved conference room. 

Default is set as [valid].  

show check operation 

Set up items to test before the conference starts such as network, voice and 

video. 
Default is set as [valid].  
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2-4-5 My settings 

To make changes on conference room administrator settings 

 

 

Item Description 

Telephone/h.323 
To allow telephone login, please check on this option☑. To allow H.323 

system login, please check on this option☑. 
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User limited mode 
To switch user mode that enable conference room administrator to manage 

rooms, and enroll registered users to new meetings. 

Use a email as a login 

ID 

Registered users may use their e-mail addresses as login ID. 

*A duplicated email address is not allowed as login ID.  

Directory type To use keyword type directory, please check on this option ☑. 

E-mail control 

To stop receiving reservation confirmation or invitation email, please check on 

this option☑. 

To allow the registered user to add conference administrator to the reversation 

email invitation, check on this option☑. 

If no alias is allowed at email from: address, please check on this option☑.  

Pre-uploading User may choose to enabled/disabled of pre-uploading files. 

 

 

Point 

To join the meeting from any TV conference devices, please purchase MeetingPlaza connector cable 

separately. 

For details, please refer to https://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/connector.html.  

https://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/connector.html
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3. For registered users 
Per conference room administrator, registered users receive emails as below. 

Click red-framed URL to open a registered user login page. 

Subject:MeetingPlaza Conference Room Manager Account Information 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dear testuser, 

(Contract ID taro) 

 

Your account is registered by MeetingPlaza Conference Manager. 

Your ACCOUNT: ABCDEFGH 

Your PASSWORD: STUVWXYZ  

 

Please access the following URL to enter the remote conference room. 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/teammgr/index.cgi  

 

Please access the following URL to direct enter the remote conference room. 

Business Unit Conference 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?Abcde1FgHI23Jklmno4-PQRST4u  

 

Web Conference Promotion Committee 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?ABCDE1FghIjklmNO2PQr3STu4v5  

 

 

 
Please enter your user ID and Password to login.  

 

To reset your password, please go to [Here if you have forgotten your password] page and reset your 

password. 

For steps on how to reset your password, please refer to "5-1-2. What to do if I forgot my password". 
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3-1 Introduction 

Conference room administrator sets user mode and authorization level to each registered user as shown 

below. 

User can verify his mode and authorization level.  

 Registered user mode 

 Regular mode 
    Registered users may host a meeting with any other users.  

 Registered user mode (authorized) 
    Meeting administrator may host a meeting with only registered users are allowed to attend.  

Regular mode Registered user mode (authorized) 

  

* On the portal screen of registered user mode, there is a check box called anonymous reservation 

conference. Please refer to 3-3. 

 

 Permissions (things that registered users can do) 

There are three permissions assigned to registered users.  

 Reservation : Allow a user to schedule a meeting; 

 Administrator : Allow a user to change settings of other participants; 

 Recording : Allow a user to record the meeting. 

You may check your permissions by the following steps. 

 

 Check if you are authorized to schedule a meeting 

Check if there is a tab < reservation conference room >  
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no scheduling permission with scheduling permission 

  

 

 Check if you are authorized to act as administrator or have recording permission 

Go to [Others] - [My settings], check menu [Permission]. 

 
 

   • If the menu shows < Yes >, you are authorized. 

   • If the menu shows < No >, you are not authorized to do so. 
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3-2 Regular mode 

3-2-1 Portal page 

 

 

 
Menu Descriptions 

1 Announcements To read messages from conference room administrator 

2 Information To view the total number of participants 

3 Start Device Check To test audio and video settings prior to the conference 

4 Request a support Please contact our customer support team during the business hours. 

5 Reservations 
This is a top page of a scheduled conference room. 

Click [Login] button to go to the scheduled entrance page. 

6 Adhoc Rooms This is the type of meeting rooms to join by click [Login]. 

7 Favorites 
Click ☆ to see its color changes to★ (Yellow) to add it to your Favorites. 

User can switch a bookmarked conference room to an Adhoc room by 

clicking [Favorite].  

8 upload file 
User may upload a file to the conference room prior to the conference and 

share it in the conference. 
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3-2-2 Conference scheduler 

 

 

 
Item Descriptions 

1 start now Create a conference room to join now 

2 Select a date to reserve Select a date to schedule a conference 

3 View a conference agenda To view a conference agenda 

 

Attention 

User may visit our visitor exclusive room online for testing device settings or further technical 

support purpose. 

 Business Hour: 10:00 - 12:00 and 13:00 - 17:00.  

 Our technical support team provides tutors on how to use MeetingPlaza and helps you to tuning 

your device settings. 

Point 

 User that is authorized to schedule a meeting may check meeting details from < Subject > on the 

conference scheduler page. 

 User that is authorized to act as administrator may upload files to the conference room prior to the 

meeting starts. 

 

To view what you are authorized to do: 

 Scheduling permission: < Scheduler > tab is enabled for a user that is authorized to schedule a 

conference. 

 Administrator permission: Please go to < Others > - < My settings > , check menu < Permission>. 
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 Reserve a conference 

 

 

Item Descriptions 

1 
Use a template or 

history 
User may use a template or recent history to reserve a recurring conference 

2 Subject Enter the conference subject 

3 Meeting time 
Set start time and ending time. 

Press [...] button to switch the setting method of date and time  

4 Notification 

Set time to send a meeting invitation. 

Press [...] button to switch to the items of when you want to send a meeting 

invitation.  

5 Option setting 
Set audio quality, conference room type and region. 

Press [...] button to switch to the items which change the settings.  

6 Directory 
User may select participants from directory or users that have been 

registered in the system. 

7 Import CSV Create a csv file for all participants and import the csv file. 
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8 add participants Add row for more participants 

9 Name Please enter participant name. 

10 E-mail address 
Please enter email address. This is a required field.  

Use [+] button to add email address.  

11 Privilege May authorize a user as administrator 

12 Recordable May authorize a user to record during the conference 

13 Delete Select a row of participant information and delete  

14 
Number of Guest 

Account 
User may issue an URL for an unscheduled participant. 

15 Message Message to be used to send conference invitation 

 

 Reserve a conference using template or history 

User may use a template or recent history to reserve a recurring conference 

 

1. Choose date and time for the conference.  
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2. At conference scheduler page, click [Use a template or history]. 

 

 

3. Choose from templates or history, click [confirm] to proceed. 
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4. Confirm conference details. 

 

 

 Reserve a conference by reusing from past conference 

Past conferences are saved in history and may be used as recurring meeting in the future.  

1. Choose a past conference subject from calendar. 
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2. Check details and click < Reuse this >. 

 

 

3. Reserve a new conference by reusing from past conference 
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 Register or add participants 

 Select user(s) from directory and registered users 

User may select participants from directory or users that have been registered in the system.  

1. At user settings page, click [ Directory ]. 

 

 

2. Open < Choose from directory > page. 

 

 

3. Choose users and click [Add participants]. 
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4. Selected users are added as participants. 

 

 

 Import from csv file 

User may import participants from a csv file 

1. At user settings page, click [ Import CSV ]. 

 

 

2. Click < Browse > to choose a csv file to upload. 
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3. Upload csv file and click [Add participants]. 

 

 

4. Users in the csv file are imported and added as participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

Point 
• csv file format 

From left to right, separate following items with < , > .  

Name  

Email address 1  

Email address 2  

Two < , > are used to separate items. 

 
For examples: 

 (user with two email addresses) 

       user1,sample1@example.com,sample2@example.com  

 (user has one email address) 

       user2,sample3@example.com, 
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 Upload files in advance 

User may choose to upload a file to share during the conference at the conference scheduler page. 

 

 

Below, are steps on how to upload a file prior to a conference starts. 

1. Click a scheduled conference. 
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2. At Reference material, click < ADD >.  

 

For how to load, please refer to Chapter 2-2-1 < Upload files to the conference >.  

 

3-2-3 Others 

  Check usage log 

 

 

Item Description 

Reservation History 

Download user log in 

selected reservation 

Usage data of the selected reservation is available for download as csv file. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

 

NO.1: Conference ID 

NO.2: User Name 
NO.3: E-mail address 
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NO.4: Usage start date and time 

NO.5: Usage end date and time 

NO.6: IP address 

NO.7: client 

NO.8: connection method  

Download reservation log 

Reservation information data is available for download as csv file. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

Please note that No. 1 - 7 are for reservation and No. 8 - 12 are for actual 

conference usage. 

 

NO.1: Reservation start date and time 

NO.2: Reservation end date and time 

NO.3: reservation time 

NO.4: number of people for reservation 

NO.5: conference ID 

NO.6: subscriber 

NO.7: subject 

NO.8: Usage start date and time 

NO.9: Usage end date and time 

NO.10: conference duration 

NO.11: number of users 

NO.12: total use time  

Reservation 

information 

Beginning 

date 
It is "Beginning date" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

End date It is "End date" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

Reservation 

time (minute) 
It is time of "End date" - "Beginning date" of reservation information. 

Number of 

use 
It is a number of participants for a scheduled conference 

Conference 

ID 

It is an identification code of the conference room generated when the 

conference room is reserved. 

User name 

who reserved 
The name that reserved the conference is displayed. 

Subject It is "Subject" specified when the conference room is reserved. 

Use state 

Beginning 

date 
It is a date that the first participant logged in. 

End date It is a date when the last participant logged out. 

Use time 

(minute) 
It is time of "End date" and "Beginning date" of the use state. 

Number of It is a number of people that takes part in a conference. 
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use 

Total use 

time 
It is time of the use of the total of the user who took part in a conference. 

Login history (reserved conference room) 

[Get Logfile] 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

 

NO.1: Conference ID 

NO.2: User Name 

NO.3: E-mail address 

NO.4: Usage start date and time 

NO.5: Usage end date and time 

NO.6: IP address 

NO.7: client 

NO.8: connection method 

NO.9: Global proxy relay point 

[DownLoad detailed log] 

A detailed history is provided per Adhoc meeting room. 

Users can customize contents to view from usage history. 

Below, are the description of rows in the csv file (from left to right): 

NO.1: conference room name 

NO.2: usage start date and time 

NO.3: usage end date and time 

NO.4: length (minutes)  

NO.5: Individual user history 

NAME It is the name of the user that logged in the Adhoc room. 

Name of the room Show conference room that was used. 

LOGIN Show conference room logon date and time. 

LOGOUT Show conference room logout date and time. 

LENGTH Show conference lasting time. 

IP address Show IP addresses of users that have entered the room. 

Client 

The types of connected client device are displayed. 

The types of devices are as follows: 

PC: Windows device 

Mac: Mac device 

Android: Android device 

iOS: iOS device 

Tel: telephone / Video conference device  

Connection Method The actual connecting method is displayed. 

Quality of Connection 
The connection quality during the meeting is displayed. 

◎Excellent 
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○Fair 

△Poor  

 

 

 

  My settings 

 

 

Item Description 

1 Manager id View meeting administrator IDs 

2 Room manager name View administrator name(s) that have registered a particular user(s) 

Point 

 History schedules are only available to users that are authorized to reserve a meeting. 
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3 
Max simultaneous login 

license 
View number of devices that are allowed to connect simultaneously 

4 User ID View IDs assigned to registered users 

5 User name View user names that are registered in the system 

6 E-mail address View registered email addresses 

7 Organization View group that registered users belong to 

8 Language View message body of invitation emails 

9 Permission View user permissions assigned by conference administrator 

10 Current password Please enter your registered user login page password to proceed. 

11 New password Please enter a new password. 

12 New password (retype) Please reenter the new password. 

13 
Send direct login URL 

via email 

Please check the box to < ON > to send one-click login URL that allows 

user to enter the conference room. 

 

3-3 Registered user mode (authorized)  

3-3-1 Portal page 
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Menu Descriptions 

1 Announcements To read messages from conference room administrator 

2 Information To view the total number of participants 

3 Start Device Check To test audio and video settings prior to the conference 

4 Request a support Please contact our customer support team during the business hours. 

5 Reservations 

This page displays all participants. 

Click < Login > button to go to the conference entrance page. (for 

scheduled conference) 

6 
Reservations (No specified 

mode) 

This is a conference room that has a cap for number of participants. 

Click < Login > button go to the conference entrance page. (for 

scheduled conference)  

7 Adhoc Rooms This is the type of meeting rooms to join by click [Login]. 
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8 Favorites 

Click ☆ to see its color changes to★ (Yellow) to add it to your 

Favorites. 

User can switch a bookmarked conference room to an Adhoc room by 

clicking [Favorites].  

9 upload file 
User may upload a file to the conference room prior to the conference 

and share it in the conference. 

 

 

 

 

3-3-2 Conference Scheduler 

 

 

Attention 

User may visit our visitor exclusive room online for testing device settings or further technical 

support purpose. 

 Business Hour: 10:00 - 12:00 and 13:00 - 17:00.  

 Our technical support team provides tutors on how to use MeetingPlaza and helps you to tuning 

your device settings. 

Point 

 User that is authorized to schedule a meeting may check meeting details from < Subject > on the 

conference scheduler page. 

 User that is authorized to act as administrator may upload files to the conference room prior to the 

meeting starts. 

 

To view what you are authorized to do: 

 Scheduling permission: < Scheduler > tab is enabled for a user that is authorized to schedule a 

conference. 

 Administrator permission: Please go to < Others > - < My settings > , check menu < Permission>. 
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Item Descriptions 

1 start now 
To create a conference room that is available to use right after complete 

scheduling 

2 
Choose a date to 

schedule 
Choose a date to schedule a meeting. 

3 View meeting agenda User may view details of a scheduled meeting 

 

 Schedule a meeting 

 Choose participants for a scheduled conference 

 

 

Item Descriptions 

1 Use a template or history 
User may use meeting template or past meeting history to schedule 

a new meeting. 

2 Subject Enter meeting subject 

3 Meeting time 
Enter meeting start time and ending time. 

Press [...] button to change between meeting date and time.  

4 Notification Set meeting invitation emails alert (in advance or immediately).  
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Press [...] button to change how do you want to set meeting 

invitation alerts.  

5 Option setting 

Set voice quality, conference room type, region (closest to meeting 

location).  

Press [...] button to change between these settings.  

6 
Specified mode / No specified 

mode 
Click [Specify mode] button. 

7 Name Enter new participant 

8 E-mail address 
Enter email address. This is a required field.  

Press [+] button to add email address.  

9 Privilege Assign permission to user(s) 

10 Recordable Assign the recording permission to a user 

11 Delete Choose the row of participant and delete it. 

12 Select member from users 
Choose participants from directory and registered user list in the 

system. 

13 Message Message body used in meeting invitation email. 

 

 Schedule a conference that with number of participants stated 

 

 

Item Descriptions 

1 Use a template or history 
User may use meeting template or past meeting history to schedule a 
new meeting. 
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2 Subject Enter meeting subject 

3 Meeting time 
Enter meeting start time and ending time. 

Press [...] button to change between meeting date and time.  

4 Option setting 

Set voice quality, conference room type, region (closest to meeting 

location).  

Press [...] button to change between these settings.  

5 
Specified mode / No specified 

mode 
Click [Specify mode] button. 

6 Capacity Choose number of participants for the conference. 

 

3-3-3 Others 

  Check usage log 

 

 

For details, please refer to 3-2-3. Others [Check usage log].  

 

 

  Account settings 

Point 

 History schedules are only available to users that are authorized to reserve a meeting. 
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For details, please refer to 3-2-3. Others [My settings]. 
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4. Participate in the conference 
 

4-1 Client program installation 

User may install client program from either download the latest version from MeetingPlaza product website, or do 

so after clicking URL in the notification email to enter a conference room. 

 Download from web page (recommended)  

1. Go to the URL of the web page "client program" 
The latest client program is located in the following URL. 

http://www.meetingplaza.com/support/program/index.html  

 

2. Download the client program 
Download the client program for Windows and install. 

3. Install the MeetingPlaza program 
Double-click "MpInstaller.exe" that you have downloaded to install. 

 Install the program right before entering the conference room 

1. Login to the conference room 
Go to your email application, open the invitation email and click the URL inside the invitation email. 

To login to an Adhoc conference room, choose the room and click [Enter] to proceed. 

Web browser is opened. 

2. Installation of MeetingPlaza program(1) 
The first time you enter the room, Web browser will display a message asking you to accept the plug-ins.  

The area is shown in the red box. Right click on the bar and accept the plug-ins. MeetingPlaza program 

will be downloaded.  

http://www.meetingplaza.com/support/program/index.html
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The red color framed message portion vary, depends on the browser version, MeetingPlaza version you use. 

Nevertheless, "click to install" stays the same for all browsers. 

 

Attention 

Please contact your system administrator before making any security related changes. 

 

If you don't see the message to urge you to install plug-ins instead an all-white page is displayed, 

please enable the "Active Script" of the security settings first. Please close your current web browser 

and click URL to restart a new browser to proceed. MeetingPlaza program is unable to install in your 

device when "Active script" is disabled.  
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3. Installation of MeetingPlaza program(2) 
Please click [Install] shown in the red box. 

 

 

4. If the following requirements are met, "virtual printer driver update check" dialog box appears at the time 

of installation. 

 Administrative privileges 

 If an older version of the virtual printer driver is installed 

In the confirmation dialog, click "Yes " to update your virtual printer driver.  

 
Click [Continue] to confirm the hardware installation. 

Click [No] to skip virtual printer driver installation and complete the client program.  

 

4-2 Log in to an Adhoc conference room 

There are 3 ways to enter a Permanent meeting room to attend a meeting. 

1. Login by clicking a conference URL 
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Conference room manager Participant 

  

 

Entrance URL is displayed in conference administor page, or created for users entering the rooms from 

entrance page URL. 

All type of users are able to enter the conference room from this entrance URL.  

 

2. How to enter an Adhoc conference room directly for a registered users 

Conference room manager Participant 

  

There are two ways to enter an Adhoc conference room. 

 Log in from the portal page 

 Click the direct URL link to go to the conference room. 

Login URL, user ID and Password are sent by Email to Permanent meeting room participants. 

Conference room manager may choose to check the option of "Send a quick login URL" to include it in 

invitation email to meeting participants. 

 

Participants receive emails automatically when the conference room manager enrolls users with their login 

information (this URL, user ID and password will stay unchanged, until a change is made.) 

Below, is a sample e-mail enclosed this URL. 

This red color framed portion in your email indicates meeting portal page URL, user ID and password. 

Notify all paticipants of 

Permanent meetig room URL 
Enter the conference room 

Enter your user ID 

 

 
URL, ID, and the 

password reach. 

In enters the conference room. 
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Click the URL to open an entrance page as below. 

Enter your ID and the password to login. 

 

 

Subject:MeetingPlaza User account 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

To: testuser, 

(Contract ID MeetingPlaza-taro) 

 

Your account is registered by MeetingPlaza Conference Manager. 

Your ACCOUNT: ABCDEFGH 

Your PASSWORD: STUVWXYZ  

 

Please access the following URL to enter the remote conference room. 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/teammgr/index.cgi  

 

Please access the following URL to direct enter the remote conference room. 

Business Unit Conference 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?Abcde1FgHI23Jklmno4-PQRST4u  

 

Web Conference Promotion Committee 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?ABCDE1FghIjklmNO2PQr3STu4v5  

 

Message From Conference Manager: 

Registed to enter meeting rooms of "Business Unit Conference" and "Web Conference Promotion 

Committee". 
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Registered users login page opens. 

 

Click the conference room name to attend the conference. 
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3. Registered users to enter the conference from portal page. 

On registered user portal page, there is a list of Adhoc conference rooms. After login, user may click a 

room to enter. 

Point 

Click [Do system Check] to check webcam, microphone and speaker are working properly prior to the 

meeting starts. 
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4-3 Log in to a reserved conference room 

There are two ways to enter reserved conference room. 

 Enter the room from conference invitation email (meeting manager / registered users) 

Below, is a flowchart to show steps of entering a reserved conference room and how to attend the conference. 
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Conference room manager Participant 

  

 

When the conference room manager reserves a conference room in MeetingPlaza, a URL is sent to the participant 

automatically by E-mail.  

Included in the invitation email, a conference room URL is framed in RED. A user clicks this URL to enter the 

conference room when the conference begins. 

 

Subject:Invitation to Web Conference (Dec 09, 12:30) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

To: testuser (Contract ID MeetingPlaza-taro) 

 

MeetingPlaza Web Conference is going to be held as follows: 

Start time (UTC+9:00) Mar 9, 2016 17:30 PM (Asia/Tokyo) 

End time (UTC+9:00) Mar 9, 2016 18:30 PM (Asia/Tokyo) 

 

Please access the following URL to enter the remote conference room. 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?1Ab2CdEf3GhiJKlmNOP4QRstuvw  

Telephone gateway phone number "xxx-xxxx-xxxx" / "xx-xxxx-xxxx" 

 

TELEPHONE/H.323System LOGIN NUMBER: "1234 5678" 

    Don't input double quote(") or spaces. 

    Please press # after the LOGIN NUMBER input when connectiong from the phone. 

---------------------------------- 

Chairperson: MeetingPlaza-taro 

List of participants: 

    Total 2 Users 

    MeetingPlaza-taro 

    MeetingPlaza-hanako 

 

Subject: 

    Web Conference Promotion Committee 

 

Message: 

    Please participate. 

 

Enter your user ID 

 

 
URL, ID, and the 

password reach. 

Log into conference reservation login page. 

It enters the conference 

The confumation and URL of 

the reservation reach. 
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Conference ID: 1234567890_AB1cD2efGH 

---------------------------------- 

Start time (UTC+9:00) Mar 9, 2016 17:30 PM (Asia/Tokyo)  

            The same time in other areas of the world. 

            (UTC+9:00) Mar 9, 2016 17:30 PM (Korea/Japan)  

            (UTC+8:00) Mar 9, 2016 16:30 PM (China)  

            (UTC+7:00) Mar 9, 2016 15:30 PM (Vietnam/Thai)  

            (UTC+5:30) Mar 9, 2016 14:00 PM (India)  

            (UTC+1:00) Mar 9, 2016 09:30 AM (Europe)  

            (UTC+0:00) Mar 9, 2016 08:30 AM (UK/Portugal)  

            (UTC-5:00) Mar 9, 2016 03:30 AM (US (EST))  

            (UTC-6:00) Mar 9, 2016 02:30 AM (US (CST))  

            (UTC-7:00) Mar 9, 2016 01:30 AM (US (MST))  

            (UTC-8:00) Mar 9, 2016 00:30 AM (US (PST))  

            (UTC-10:00) Mar 8, 2016 22:30 PM (Hawaii)  

 

End time (UTC+9:00) Mar 9, 2016 18:30 PM (Asia/Tokyo)  

 

You can test the accessibility to a MeetingPlaza Distance Conference Server in advance by accessing the 

following URL (a public distance conference room). 

https://example.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?A1b234c5DEf6GhIJ7k8LmNopQrS  

 

The following e-mail address is for communication among the 

participants. Note that the e-mail address is only available 

by the conference ending time. 

To all the participants: mailto:1234567890_AB1cD2efGH@example.meetingplaza.com  

---------------------------------- 

Note: 

Please read the following document carefully. If you don't agree on the 

document, please don't enter any of the Conference Rooms. 

Software License Agreement: 

http://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/standard/license.html  

---------------------------------- 
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Conference login page displays. 

 

Click [Login to the conference room] to join the conference. 
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 Enter the conference room from portal page (for registered users only) 

Point 

Click [Start Device Check] before attending the conference to check if webcam, microphone and speaker are 

working properly. 
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Registered users may choose from the portal page for the conference to enter. 

 

 

4-4 Conference screen 

 Login and voice check after installation 

1. Login to the conference room 
Upon completion of MeetingPlaza, it will start search through the network for an appropriate conference 

room to join. The MeetingPlaza system will let you log into the conference room.  

Upon login, "audio settings wizard" window appears to allow you to test your mic, speakers and headset. 

Network connection testing results are displayed. 

2. Check by Voice wizard 
"Voice wizard" is opened to test mic and speaker devices and change device settings. 

Check the following points. 

 Mic check  

1. Please adjust your mic to make sure its indicator in not in red or orange. By tapping your mic, 

speakers, or lightly rubbing through the mic, the indicator status changes to reflect the device 

connectivity. 
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2. To change to a different mic at "Mic used" if the indicator seems no responding.  

 

 

 Choose talk mode 

1. Check talk mode. 

 

2. Details of setting are as follows. The settings of talk mode is saved for your PC, and will apply 

for your next conference. 

Talk mode Description Advantage Disadvantage 

Mic is on 

automatically while 

speaking 

Voice is auto-detected 

by mic and speaker 

mode is ON. 

Hands free mode Depends on types of 

Mic and other 

participants' speak 

mode, your Mic may 
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be turned to OFF, or 

turn to ON while it 

picks up background 

noices.  

Press Ctrl key to turn 

on Mic 

User can talk while 

pressing the Ctrl key. 

By limiting number of 

users in talk mode, 

background noises are 

eliminated during a 

large conference.  

User sometimes may 

forget to press the key. 

Press key or button to 

turn on/off the mic  

The ‘Ctrl’ key acts as a 

toggle  

Same as push to talk Same as push to talk 

Mic is alway on.  

(Push mute button to 

turn off) 

The mic is always live It is convenient at a 

conference with a 

small number of 

participation. 

Multiple user video 

frames are in pink. It's 

hard to know who is 

talking and who is not.  

 

 Check speaker 

1. Click "Play test sound" to check if you can hear the sound of "Doremi..." from the speaker 

clearly, and adjust it accordingly. 

2. Go to option of "Speaker used" to make changes if you can't hear from your speaker. 
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 After completing check of mic and speaker, click [OK]. 

    

3. Testing connection speed 
After completing adjust voice settings, your connection speed is displayed at the buttom of the screen.  
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4. Complete login to a conference room 
Once you are connected, your will see your "Connected" status shown in the bar at your lower right corner.  

 

 

Point 

If the log in fails the connection wizard screen will appear. Start the wizard to determine if there is another way 

of connecting to the MeetingPlaza room. 

 
 

Go to "Connection Wizard". 

When the auto detection is disabled, please choose your connection manually. 
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4-4-1 Screen template 

MeetingPlaza offers four video conference screens and one voice only conference screen (no video frames).  

 Standard  

Standard conference room screen of MeetingPlaza. 

 

 

Number Description 

1 

The operation tab. 

To make changes to sharing, audio settings, text chat, confirmation of 

participants. 

2 Participants' thumbnails are displayed. 

 

 

 

 

Point 

Depending on your network connection, connection is established through:  

 Direct Connection 

 TCP Tunneling connection 

 HTTP proxy connection 

When the login fails, [It is not connected] is displayed.  
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 Old Standard  

Standard design before version 9. 

 

 

Number Description 

1 Participants' thumbnails are displayed. 

2 

The operation tab. 

To make changes to sharing, audio settings, text chat, confirmation of 

participants.  

Click  in the lower right corner of screen to open a preference settings page.  

 

When "Audio", "Chat" or "User" tab is opened, clicking  to open a separate window. Click  again to 

close the separate window to return to original window.  

Tab In a separate window 
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 Discussion 

Click "Focus" button to enlarge the image to the center of the screen during a conference. 

Double-click small thumbnails shown on left or right to bring it the center and make it bigger. 

In addition, double-click image in the center to return it to its original size and place. (Double-click effect 
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applies only to your PC, but not affect other users.) 

 

 

Number Description 

1 Participants' thumbnails are displayed. 

2 
The operation buttons. 

To make changes to sharing, settings, text chat, recording.  
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 Seminar 

Participants vote with 〇 △ × during seminar to calculate total numbers of votes. 

Similar to discussion mode, number of participant video frames is updated to reflect number of participants. 

On top, [〇][△][×]are voting options. The number shown on its right is the number of users voted. 

Click [CLEAR] button to cancel your vote. The number on its right is total number of participants. Only super 

user is allowed to click [ALL CLEAR] to clear votes from all participants.  

 

 

Number Description 

1 Participants' thumbnails are displayed. 

2 
The operation buttons. 

To make changes to sharing, settings, text chat, recording.  
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 Voice Meeting 

Upon setup by the conference administrator, he may choose "Voice Meeting" to set up a 

conference without video.  

 

 

Number Description 

1 
The operation buttons. 

To make changes to sharing, settings, text chat, recording.  

 

 

Attention 

In a voice only conference, change to show participant video feature is disabled. 

No change of conference layout when a conference is on-going. 

User may choose to a layout with video embeded at creating new conference room, scheduling or change 

previous schedules.  
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Point 
A privileged user can change the screen layout during the meeting. 

Standard 

 

Non-standard screen 
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4-4-2 Screen Description 

 Full screen and multiple screens 

It works at [Standard], [Easy], [Wide], [V5Standard] and [Classic] modes. 

At the video frame, click button at the upper right corner to change to "Full Screen" or show 

separate video windows. 

 

 

button After clicking 

 
[Full Screen / Restore]  

Participants selected will be displayed in (full screen). 

To restore to its original size, click  when it's in full screen.  

 
[Separate / Docking]  

It works only at standard mode. 

To display separate video window. 

Click  to return to its original window.  

 

 Changing the conference room screen  

A privileged user may change screen layouts during an on-going conference. 

For example, to change from "Standard" to "easy". 

Users that have entered after the change was made will see their updated conference room 

layout. 

 

Displays of screen design tool bars are different from "Standard" and "Non-Standard".  
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1) Standard 
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2) Non-standard screen 

 

 

 Things can do from [Others] 

Click [Others] to see things a user can do. 

From Easy screen layout, click [Settings], go to [Advanced Settings] go to [IE Settings] or 

[Others]. Locate [Others] in here.  

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 
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 Information 

From "Standard" screen mode, go to [Others] → click [Information]. 

Go to [Others] → [Information] in the Wide, Discussion , Seminar, V5Standard and Classic 

mode.  

Click [Others]→ [Information] tab in the "Easy" mode.  

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

A new information window is opened as example shown below.  

 
"Online Help", "FAQ", and "Trouble form" "Support E-mail Address" are displayed in the 

window. 

Click upper right [×] to close the window.  

 

 Screen layout 

 

 

Click [Others] → Select [Screen Layout] to open a submenu as example shown below.  

Point 

It's compatible under "V5 Standard" mode.  
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Below, are features of submenu items. 

submenu 

items 
Features on each items 

Video Mode The design layout hide various control tools to expend the video area 

Document 

Mode 

Choose "Documenting common mode" when docking with a shared window, shared 

window part is expended. 

Normal Mode "Standard" layout to display video area and all control tools. 

Configuration Saves the design layout (size and position) and you can restore the design layout next 

time. When this submenu item is selected, a window like the one shown below is 

displayed.  

 
Enter "Title" and click "Save". Once saved, the title will appear in the submenu so 

selecting the title will restore the saved design. 

 
The saved design will appear on the list as shown below, you can select [Overwrite 

Save] or [Delete] after selecting it. 
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 Participant list 

 

 

Choose this item to open a participants list and their connection status to the conference room.  

 
Sort orders in either < Number > or < Name >. Click either item again to change to descending 

orders. 

Click < RELOAD > to refresh login status and display the participant list again. Click < 

CLOSE > or upper right < X > to close the window.  

 

 IE Settings 

Click "Information", "IE Settings" in the "Standard" screen. 

Click "Other", "IE Settings"" in the Wide, Discussion , Seminar, V5Standard and Classic screen. 

Click "Other" tab and "IE Settings" in the "easy" screen.  

 

 

Point 

It's compatible with [Standard], [Easy], [Wide], [V5Standard] and [Classic] modes.  
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standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

 

When this item is selected, the submenu like the figure below is displayed.  

 

The function of each item of the submenu is as follows. 

Item of 

submenu 
Operation and function when selected 

Show 

Addressbar 
Shows / hides the address bar of Internet Explorer. 

Show Menubar Shows / hides the menubar of Internet Explorer. 

Show Toolbar Shows / hides the toolbar of Internet Explorer. 

Show Statusbar Shows / hides the status bar of Internet Explorer. 

AutoResize on 

Login 

The window entering a room to the conference room becomes left justify, and the 

width narrows on a standard screen etc. The change of the size of the window is 

controlled. 

 

 Version of the program file and connection status 

Users can find encryption status, voice quality of the meeting, image transmission rate, 

connection status, latency, packet loss, can be determined with the following:  

Point 

IE and various displays settings are displayed, setting for Firefox and Opera will be displayed when used.  

This feature will allow you to automatically resize when logging into a meeting.  
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Display meeting information by clicking the MeetingPlaza 2D Active X control. For a more 

detail status, click "Info..." and greater detailed information is provided.  

 

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Messages shown 

in the window 
File version in use 

File versions Show the program version that has been installed in your PC. 

Encryption status Encryption method vary due to server settings 

Voice quality 
Show the voice quality setting of conference rooms. There are three options to choose 

from: < Standard/8KHz >, < High quality/11KHz > and < Highest quality/G.722 >. 

Connection time It indicates the elapsed time since login. 

Status Send / 

Receiving 

Show the connection status in use. The colors (Green, Yellow, Orange) correspond with 

the color of in the conference room window. 

Green: Good connectivity 

Yellow: Fair; may experience some delays or a loss of packets 

Orange: Poor; the delay or packet losses may affect your use 

Audio loss rate 

Send / Receiving 
Show the packet loss of audio data from the server in the forms of rate and numbers. 

Video loss rate 

Send / Receiving 
Show the packet loss of video data to the server in the forms of rate and numbers. 
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Network speed 

Send / Receiving 
Show the actual sending or receiving communication rate (Kbps). 

Video frame rate 

Send / Receiving 

Show the number of frames per second of actual sending or receiving videos. It subjects 

to changes due to network connectivity or user utilities. 

Round trip time 

Send / Receiving 
Show the packet transmission time between PC and server 

 

 Setting the voice quality 

There are three settings (standard, high-quality, highest quality) for audio quality in 

MeetingPlaza. User can set the voice quality when creating or booking a conference room. 

The voice quality of the present conference room is obtained by clicking "Version". The "Voice 

quality" is confirmed in the "About MP2D ActiveX Control" box.  

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention 

It is not possible to change the quality during a conference.  
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 Change user display settings 

Change user video display settings. 

 
 

Choose "Show All users" to view videos of all users during an on-going conference. 

 
 

Choose "Host (privileged user)" and "Speaker" to display both videos of privileged user and 

speaker. In this case, "Privilege/Speaker on air" status is shown at lower right corner of the 

client screen. 

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 
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4-4-3 Settings 

 Network Speed 

User may choose to use the network auto detection feature to find an appropriate connection, or 

enter connection speed manually. 

The max. of network speed to detect at MeetingPlaza is upload 6000Kbps and download 

6016Kbps.  

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

• New Settings 
   When Specify the transmission rate manually is selected, the value is input to New settings. 

 

• Measuring network speed 
   When Measuring network speed is clicked, the network speed of the client is automatically 

measured. 

 

• Sequential measurement 
   After the transmission is measured when it is not possible to measure it well when sending 

and receiving is measured at the same time, the reception is measured. 

   (The transmission and the reception are measured at the same time when there is no check.) 

   Please try when the packet loss is displayed by measuring simultaneous sending and receiving. 

 

• Choose from the following list 
   A preset transmission rate is selected from the list of the display. 

 

• Automatically testing on connection speed upon connecting to a network  
   By choosing this option, the connection speed is measured automatically upon connecting to a 

network. 

   The result of measurement is displayed at the lower left corner of the screen.  
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 Connection 

MeetingPlaza is designed to operate in various network environments, and has the method of 

connecting 5 that shows in the following. 

Connection method Explanation 

Fallow setting for web 

browser 

It is a method of reading the set up information of the HTTP proxy server of 

Internet Explorer, and operation according to it. UDP or HTTP is used 

according to the setting.  

Direct connection It is a method to communicate by using UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

TCP tunneling (Direct 

HTTP tunneling) 

It is a method to communicate by using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). 

UDP is not used, and TCP is used. 

HTTP proxy (Direct 

HTTP tunneling) 

It is a method of the direct communication via the HTTP proxy server in 

addition to using same HTTP as the HTTP tunneling. 

MeetingPlaza proxy 
It is a method to communicate by using the proxy (NTT TechnoCross 

Corporation offers it) only for MeetingPlaza. 

The method of connecting these can be selected by <Connection> of Options as shown in the 

figure below. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

 

 Follow the settings of web browser  

It operates reading the address and the port of the proxy server of Internet Explorer. 

The window like the figure below is displayed when accessing it in order of [Tool], [Internet 

option], [Connection], and [Setting of LAN] of Internet Explorer. 

 

When [Fallow setting for web browser] is selected, connected method is confirmed 
according to the following procedures. 

Point 

It can not be selected while logged in to the conference room. Please click [Exit(Disconnect)] first. 
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1. [Use automatic configuration script] is used in the beginning.  

2. It connects by [HTTP tunneling] by using them if there is a value in [Address] and 

[Port] of [Proxy server] when there is no [Use automatic configuration script] or it is 

not possible to connect it, and when there is no value or the check box is off, it 

connects it by [Direct connection].1 

3. If [Automatically detect settings] is set when there is no clear proxy setting in [Proxy 

server] or it is not possible to connect it even so, it searches for proxy information with 

WPAD.  

 

 

 Direct connection  

It communicates with UDP. It is necessary to be able to communicate with the server of 

MeetingPlaza by the port number shown in the following. 

(Port number of MeetingPlaza server) 

TCP 15101,15201,15801,15251,15271 

UDP 16101,16201,16301,16401,16601,16701,16801,16251,16851 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

                                                        

1 It is likely to be connected directly by the HTTP tunneling because connected route is 

automatically searched. 

Point 

Please MeetingPlaza is not referred to excluding [Address] and [Port].  

For instance, the value of [Advanced] and [Bypass proxy server for local address] check box is not referenced.  
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 TCP tunneling (Direct HTTP tunneling)  

It communicates with TCP. It is necessary to be able to communicate with the server of 

MeetingPlaza by the port number shown in the following. 

(Port number of MeetingPlaza server) 

TCP 15501 or 443 or 80 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

The red frame part can be set. 

Input column and menu Explanation 

Global Access Point 

Overseas users may access nearby MeetingPlaza exclusive server 

clusters to join the conference in high quality video, audio and enjoy 

file sharing features.  

In order to connect MeetingPlaza overseas access points, please click 

this button to proceed. 

Point 

The communication quality of UDP might be bad due to the network. Please use [Direct HTTP tunneling] 

or [HTTP tunneling] instead of [Direct connection] in that case.  
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Tunneling 

settings 

Host name 

(may leave 

blank) 

Leave it blank  

Port number Choose port number for the server 

Use SSL 

Special proxy settings may limit access to the MeetingPlaza servers. 

To prevent CPU being overloaded, please leave proxy connection to 

the last to apply.  

 

 HTTP proxy (Direct HTTP tunneling)  

It communicates with TCP. The HTTP proxy server is communicated and it is necessary 

to be able to communicate with the server of MeetingPlaza by the port number shown in 

the following. 

(Port number of MeetingPlaza server) 

TCP 15501 or 443 or 80 
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* If [Show detail] is ON. 

The red frame part can be set. 

Input column and menu Explanation 

Global Access Point 

Users attend a web conference via the nearest available 

server, regardless where the web conference is held. Users can 

enjoy high-quality video, audio and data sharing on our 

consistent and reliable network. 

In order to set the Global access point, please click this button 

and specify in the following screen. 

 

Tunering settings 

Hostname(blank 

allowed) 
Please refer to TCP tunneling (Direct HTTP tunneling). 

Port 
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SSL 

HTTP Proxy 

Proxy name 

Input the name or Internet Protocol address of the HTTP 

proxy server. Please ask your network administrator for the 

concrete value. 

port 
Input the port number of the HTTP proxy server. Please ask 

your network administrator for the concrete value. 

CONNECT 

method2 

(Recommended 

only if the 

tunneling port is 

443) 

Some HTTP proxy connections require this settings prior to 

connect.Please turn it ON to try again if you can connect to 

server when it's OFF.  

Max POST size 

Default is 0. Please adjust it to the appropriate number other 

than 0 if your network requires additional router and firewall 

settings.  

Max GET size 

Default is 0. Please adjust it to the appropriate number other 

than 0 if your network requires additional router and firewall 

settings. 

 

 MeetingPlaza proxy  

It is a method of the connection to the MeetingPlaza server via proxy server3 only for 

Meetingplza. 

It is necessary to specify the host name, the TCP port, and the UDP port number of the 

special proxy server.  

 

                                                        

2 When SSL is communicated by the method to relay the communication of HTTP penetrating, it is 

used 

3 NTT TechnoCross Corporation provides it free of charge. It is only for special environment. Please 

contact NTT TechnoCross Corporation support window for more information. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

 Auto logout  

You will be automatically logged off if you are the only person in the conference room 

(forgot to log out).  

This feature by default is set to ON. As example shown below, the system will log off the 

only user left in the room that has been inactive for 10 minutes.4 

To turn it OFF, please check off the box, or increase the idle time. Idle time range is 1 - 

10000 minutes.  

                                                        

4 If a conference room has only one user logged in, after 30 minutes, the system will automatically 

log off the user. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

 Video 

 Functions and settings for video 

The video specifications for MeetingPlaza: 

 MeetingPlaza supports 4 video 

sizes(QQVGA(160*120),QVGA(320*240),VGA(640*480),HD (1280*720))5 

 Each participant can control his video size independently6 

 The video quality7 is dynamically controlled by the quality of bandwidth. (The voice-

data is given priority over the video if bandwidth deteriorates.) 

 The upper limit of the image quality is set by the transmission rate8 

 

 Negotiation policy between Sending and Receiving 

MeetingPlaza video communication is built on clear negotiation policy between your send 

and counterparts receive capabilities. 

User may send a video in size VGA(640*480) to your counterparts. If your counterparts has 

the receive capabilities set at smaller size QVGA(320*240), he will only view the video in 

                                                        

5 Unit is shown in pixel, same as below. Video size and frame rates vary, depends on your PC 

hardware performance and connection speed. 

6 Screen refresh count per 1 second. 

7 The size and quality of the picture together with a frame rate are explained by terminology as 

"image quality". 

8 The network speed, you can set a different image size. 
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size QVGA(320*240). 

Same policy stands for video frame rate. User may send a video in frame rate 10 to your 

counterparts. But if he sets his receive capabilities at frame rate 2, the received video will be 

opened in video frame rate 2, but not 10.  

 

 

 Negotiation policy between sending/receiving and screen display 

In MeetingPlaza, the function to expand, to reduce the received image, and to display on the 

screen is provided.  

Therefore, if the size of the screen display is QQVGA(160*120) even if the image that the 

other party took from the camera by size VGA(640*480) is transmitted, and I also receive it 

by size VGA(640*480), the reduction display is done as for the reception image.  

Oppositely, if the screen display size is set toVGA(640*480) even if it is time when it also 

transmits, and received the image that the other party took from the camera by size 

QQVGA(160*120)by size QQVGA(160*120) also by me, the expansion display is done as 

for the reception image.  

 

 

 Negotiation policy between sending/receiving and network speed 

The upper bound to make the image a high-resolution is decided by a set value at the 

network speed.  

When the network speed is fast, it is high of the image quality. The image can be sent and 

received. When the network speed is slow, only the image with low image quality can be 

sent and received.  

 

 Negotiation policy between sending/receiving and CPU load 

The upper bound to make the image a high-resolution relates to the load of CPU of the 

personal computer. 

When the load doesn't hang to CPU, the image with high image quality can be sent and 

received. However, when a high load hangs, only the image with low image quality can be 

sent and received.  

 

 Easy settings of video quality  

When "Image quality setting bar" on the left of the screen switch is raised up, it is a high-

resolution (As for the frame rate, the sending and receiving size grows high according to 

the network speed), and a low image quality (The sending and receiving size becomes 

small a frame rate low according to the network speed) when lowering below. 

Point 

The video quality worsens because the display image is enlarged when the screen is displayed by a 

size that is bigger than the reception size.  

 

Point 

Sending frame rate will vary from default set value depends on your network conneciton status and 

camera performance.  
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Adjust the image quality within the range of the set network speed (bandwidth). 

 

 

 Advanced settings of video quality 

Adjust your settings without using the video quality bar. 

 click [Video settings] 

 

* If [Show detail] is 

ON 
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 choose [advanced] → [settings] 

Standard 
Wide, Discussion, 

Seminar, V5standard, Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

To set or adjust the video settings, select [Options], [video] check [easy settings] 

(Recommended) Box to clear the Frame Rate, size and video quality. 

After adjusting the video settings to the desired levels, click [Apply] or [OK].  

 

* If [Show detail] is ON 

 

 When two or more cameras are connected to the same PC 

If two or more cameras are connected to the same PC, the selected camera can be set in the 

video tab under the Options. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON 

 

 Device Properties 

Users can check the properties of the selected camera device and change its settings. 

Please change the settings if the camera image is blurred or flicker to improve image 

quality. 

(Camera settings menus vary. Please contact your camera manufacturer for details on 

specific settings or requests.) 
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* If [Show detail] is ON 

 Use the DirectShow to high-quality 

By using [Use DirectShow if available], user is promised with a high-quality video 

playback of 10+ FPS from camera running on a high performance machine. 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON 
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 Using video noise filter to reduce and remove redundant video data for effectiveness 

of data transmission. 

It improves the efficiency of source video data compression with no adverse effect on the 

visual quality, especially on video taken at low-end cameras.  

 

* If [Show detail] is ON 

 

 [Adjust sending frame rate and size automatically] 

By turning OFF [Adjust sending frame rate and size automatically], video streaming 

transmission rates will vary per user's settings (frame rate, size). 

By turning on "Adjust sending frame rate and size automatically", streaming video 

transmission rates will be automatically adjusted according to receiver's video settings to 

reduce channel bandwidth. 

In general, please turn ON the checkbox. 

Point 

 DirectShow is media-streaming architecture for Miscrosoft Windows.  

 Please make sure that your camera is compatible and DirectX 8 or later is installed on your computer 

 DirectShow using the specified camera device will be detected automatically. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON 

(* Checking on "easy Setting (recommended)" will promote "Adjust sending frame rate 

and size automatically" for video streaming services.)  

 

 Gloabal video settings 

If you are entering a conference room as the organizer, you can change the video settings 

of other participants. 

Select [Video] in [Options] and select [Global video settings].  

Standard 
Wide, Discussion, 

Seminar, V5standard, Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

1. Choose [Options] → [Video] and click [Global video setting].  
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* If [Show detail] is ON 

2. Operate the part in the red frame to change the video settings. 

 

 

3. Click "OK" and the users settings will be adjusted to fit the Global settings 

simultaneously.  

Notation in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

[easy setting (recommended)] check box When on, you can use the video quality bar to make bulk 
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video settings. 

[Audio First] Move the slider one scale to the left. 

[Video First] Move the slider one scale to the right. 

Image quality slider Move the slider to the right to get high picture quality (high 

frame rate, sending / receiving size gets big depending on 

network speed ), moving to the left will result in low image 

quality (frame rate low, sending / receiving size gets gets 

small depending on network speed). 

[Use special user setting] check box When on, individual video settings can be made for each 

user selected by [<< Add]. 

[<< Add] If you select the user name you want to set individual video 

settings from the user name in the "Not apply user" field and 

click this button, the user name will be moved into the 

"User to apply" box. 

[Delete >>] If you select a user name that is not subject to individual 

video settings from the user name in the "User to apply" 

field and click this button, the user name will be moved into 

the "Not Apply User" box. 

Frame rate(sending) Specify the frame rate of the image to be transmitted. For 

the frame rate of the received image, the maximum receive 

frame rate according to the network speed of each user is 

automatically set for each user. 

Size Specify the video size to send and receive 

Video Quality Specify the video quality to send and receive 

[OK] Perform batch video settings and close the window. 

[Cancel] Close the window without performing batch video settings 

 

 Audio 

 Setting the key to use to speak to other than the Ctrl key 

To change the key used for speech from default [Ctrl] to other keys, choose [Options]→ 

[audio] tab →[PPT Key Setting]. 

 Push To Talk (Mic is on while Ctrl key is down) 

 Press key or button to turn on/off the mic 
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[Use The Ctrl 

key] 

Use the Ctrl key as the speech key. 

[Use an 

additional key] 

You can select the spoken key from the list on the right. If you leave [Use The Ctrl key] 

checked, you can use the selected key with the Ctrl key at the same time. 

Modifier keys By selecting[Use an additional key], you can select one or more of [Shift], [Ctrl], [Alt], 

or multiple keys. You can use it (them) as a talk key by pressing it with the talk key 

selected from the list. 

[OK] Save the settings changes and close the window. 

[Cancel] Close the window without saving the settings changes. 

 

 Open the Windows Volume Control 
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It allows users to open Windows Control Panel (playback, recording) to make changes if a 

speaker problem occurs. 

To make charges from Windows Control Panel, please go to [Sound] → [Manage audio 

devices] → tab [Sounds]. 

 

Choose [Input device control...], [Output device control...] under the Sounds menu to open 

a window as below.  

 

Open the Recording Control 
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Open the volume control 

 

 

 User can perform device selection, volume adjustment, talk mode selection and other 

settings from [Options]. 

From [Options], user can choose the microphone and speaker to be used in the conference 

room, adjust the volume and choose the talk mode. 

There are two procedures for opening the [Options]. 

 click [Video settings] 
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standard 

 

 

Easy.Wide.Discussion.Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 choose [advanced] → [settings] 

standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

<Options> menu will open in either case above. 
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List of <Mic> 
It is a list of the mic device that the personal computer can uses. It will display all 

the mic devices that are available. 

Green bar on top of 

the slider of <Mic> 
It shows the mic volume. User can talk without pressing any key. 

Slider of <Mic>  
Adjust the microphone volume. Move to the left to make the volume smaller, and 

move it to the right will make the volume larger. 

List of <Microphone 

control>  
Choose the talk mode in the conference room. Please refer to 5-1-1 for details. 

List of <sensitivity>  
You can choose how sensible you want the mic to detect sound when the voice 

switch mode is enabled. (Enable mic automatically while nobody is speaking). 

[PTT key Settings] Choose the talk mode in the conference room. Please refer to 5-1-2 for details. 

List of mic [noise 

canceller] 
Choose the strength of mic noise canceller. 

List of mic [echo 

canceller] 
Choose the strength of mic echo canceller. 

Input Device Control Open the Windows input device control. Please refer to 1-1-11 for details. 

List of <Speaker>  
This is a list of speaker devices that are included in your PC. When multiple 

images are displayed, care should be taken which device is used in the conference 
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room. 

[Sound test] A very short melody sound is reproduced for confirmation. 

Slider of <Speaker>  
Adjust the speaker volume. Move to the left to make the volume smaller, and 

move it to the right will make the volume larger. 

List of Speaker 

[noise canceller] 
Choose strength of speaker noise canceller. 

Output Device 

Control 
Open the Windows output device control. Please refer to 4-4-3 for details. 

[Start Loopback test] Loopback test starts. 

[Show dialog while 

loopback test] 

When loopback test begins, the window in the figure below is displayed.  

 

Check audio device 

after login 

When you select it, the screen for audio setting opens when entering the room. 

 

[Check device 

settings 

automatically] 

It automatically checks the settings of the selected device and displays a dialog 

when problems detected in the settings. 
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[OK] Save the settings and close the window. 

[Cancel] Close the window without saving the settings. 

[Apply] Save the settings without closing the window. 

 

 Sharing 

You can make settings related to shared functions in [Sharing] of various setting windows. 

 

 

Check box in window Operation and function when turned on 

Automatically update the 

screen layout when 

sharing starts 

When the check box is turned on, video screen is shrinked and moves to the 

left of the page during file sharing. 

synchronize the maximize 

/ reduction of the shared 

When performing maximize / reduction of a shared window, specify 

whether to display the following message. 
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window (check each time 

in a semi-Check) 

 
It will be displayed in the case of the organizer or privileged user.  

Show closing option 

dialog box on window 

closing 

When sharing ends, specify whether to display the following message. 

 

Display a warning 

message of shared file 

size 

You can specify wehther to display a warning message when the size of the 

file to be shared is larger than 40000 bytes, or the estimation sending / 

receiving time obtained from the file size and the network speed (yourself 

and other participants) is 20 seconds or more,  

Automatically permit to 

open a file 

When sharing the file is started, the following warning might be displayed 

according to the setting of the PC. It is specified whether to open material 

without displaying this warning in the common window. 

 

Always open the shared 

file in document sharing 

window 

When the shared file is received, the file specifies whether to open in the 

common window even when operating no opening (for instance, 

PowerPoint2007) in Internet Explorer. 

Also display When sharing AP, specify whether semi-transparent window is also shared. 
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semitransparent windows 

to others (the mouse 

cursor may flicker) 

The mouse cursor may flicker. 

Reduce data usage (If PC 

runs slowly, please turn 

off the check box) 

During AP sharing, it caches the block data received and reuse them when 

the same set of data is needed. By preventing sending the duplicated data, 

data usage is reduced practically. Please turn off the check box, if your PC 

runs slowly. 

Display new web page on 

a new tab window 

Whether it displays it when "Link" that does the operation displayed in 

another window is clicked by a new view is specified. 

It will be displayed in the case of the organizer or privileged user.  

 

 Others 

 Changing display size of the video 

Display size of the image is expanded and reduced automatically by the size of the 

window of the conference room screen (video area). 

 
 

To turn off this feature and fix to a specific size, please do the following. 

1. Click [Settings] in the conference room to display the <Options> window.  

2. Go to tab [Others] → [Scaling].  
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 Use DirectX for high image quality 

By using [Use DirectX] graphic API, video playbacks will become smoother and clearer. 

 

Point 

Please be aware that when [QQVGA (160*120)], [QVGA (320*240)], [VGA (640*480)] or [HD 

(1280*720)] is selected, video quality may be deteriorated due to the video upload and download settings 

at senders or receivers' sides.  
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 Other settings related to conference room screen 

Additional settings related to screen display can be made in [Options]. 

 

 

Check box in window Operation and function when turned on 

English display mode (effective 

from the next browser start) 

Set display characters to English. Turn it on, close the browser, then 

it will be in effect when you enter the conference room. 

Suppress startup of screen saver Suppress startup of screen saver during login. 

 

 Sound effect on conference room screen 

You can set sound effect sound in [Others]. 

Point 

• DirectX is media-streaming architecture for Miscrosoft Windows.  

• Your computer (video card) must be compatible. 
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Button and 

check box 
Operation and function when on or selected 

Menu such as 

[Login] 

Select the scenes that sound. This item works in conjunction with the "Play" 

checkbox and file name under it. 

Play the sound in 

all situations 
The sound is sounded by all scenes included in the menu such as [Login]. 

Play 

Set whether to sound / not sound for each scene. If you set the sound to sound, the 

sound will sound even if the speaker is muted as shown below. 

 

(standard) 

 
 

(Wide.Discussion.Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic) 

 

File Enter the name of the sound that will sound. You can also select a file name by 
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[Browse] button to the right of it without manual input. 

Browse Select the file to be set to "file name" from the "Open" window. 

Play 
Use this when you want to check the sound of the file specified by "File name". You 

will hear a playback sound from the speaker. 

 

4-4-4 Sharing 

The sharing function has the following features. You can use it according to the situation. 

Type of 

sharing 
What can I Share? When to use it? Feature 

File sharing PowerPoint file When PowerPoint 

program is installed 

on all participants' 

computers and you 

want to send the 

PowerPoint file 

quickly.  

1) It takes time until the 

operation such as sending the 

page because of the 

transmission of the file to all 

participants when sharing can 

be done. 

2) If the file is transmitted, 

operation where page sending 

takes synchronization with the 

participant of the so on and 

others is fast.  

Files other than PowerPoint such 

as: 

Word file 

Excel fire 

PDF file 

Jpeg file 

Text file 

When files of a type 

to be shared can be 

displayed by all 

participants' web 

browsers 

The operation in the displayed 

screen is not reflected in other 

participants' screens. (For 

instance, it is an input, and a 

switch of the seat to the cell of 

Excel as for the numerical 

value.) 

Compatible files for Windows 

Media Player 

(.avi/.wmv/.wma/.mid/wav)  

Playback operations are 

synchronized 

On memory 

VPI Sharing 

VPI file 

(MeetingPlaza is original.)  

When you want to 

share files without 

distributing materials  

All participants see the same 

file on shared memory without 

the file be opened locally.  

Application 

(AP) sharing 

The screen of a program (for 

example, a CAD program, etc.) 

running on one's own PC. 

1) When you want to 

show the screen of 

the program running 

on your PC to other 

participants 

2) When the file can't 

be opened by file 

sharing.  

1) This can be slow if the 

amount of data be sent is large 

2) It is unsuitable for use with 

low-speed networks such as 

modem lines.  
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Desktop 

sharing 

The entire desktop of the PC, or 

the screen of a specified range 

When you want to 

share or show the 

entire desktop or only 

a specified range to 

other participants. 

Same as application sharing 

Web sharing Web site When you want all 

the participants to see 

a web site 

Web sites that requires user 

names and passwords may not 

be able to share subsequent 

screens. 

 

 Change shared window size for all participants 

A privileged user can change the shared window size of all participants all at once. 

You can toggle this function on / off with the check box < Align other user's window size > 

displayed in the privileged user's sharing window. (Lower figure) 

 

 

 File sharing 

There are two kinds of file sharing. 

 Pre-register files scheduled for sharing at the time of conference reservation (advance 

upload) 

 Share files during a meeting 
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 Operation when you start file sharing 

If you want to start sharing files, click <File sharing> and select the file you want to share.  

The file is automatically sent to other participants and displayed in the document sharing 

window of all participants' computers including yourself.  

 

Start file sharing of each screen with the following instructions. 

 Standard 

 

 

 Discussion.Wide.Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

 Easy 
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1. Operation flow 
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2. File selection window  

When you click on < File Sharing >, the following window will be displayed. 

 

 

Notation in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

[Preudloaded files] When scheduling a conference, select the file you want to share 

(upload) in advance.  

 

 Operations when other participants start file sharing 

When a participant start sharing a file, the file is automatically received, and is displayed 

in the window used for sharing.  
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 File sharing 

The screen when sharing a file is as follows. (Example: Microsoft PowerPoint) 

* In PowerPoint, you can draw a pink line by dragging the left mouse. 

 

The functions of the buttons in the window are as follows. 

Buttons in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
< Close > 

Closes the shared document. 

 
< Open a new view > 

A dialog for starting data sharing as shown below will be 

displayed. 
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< Browse > 

Become to page turning mode. 

It can be switched to the < Whiteboard >. 

 
< Whiteboard > 

Switch to the drawing (white board) mode . 

It can be switched to < Browse > mode. 

 
< Sharing pointer > 

By turning this button on, you can show the movement of the 

mouse cursor to all participants. 

You can share the cursors up to 8 mouse, each with a different 

color cursor. 

 
< Align other user's window size > 

Re-sizes all shared windows to your current view. 

* This button is displayed only to organizer or privileged 

users.  

 
< Top > 

Return to the first page of the current PowerPoint file. 

This button is displayed only when sharing PowerPoint file 

and VPI file.  

 
< Last > 

Go to the last page of the current PowerPoint file. 

This button is displayed only when sharing PowerPoint file 

and VPI file.  

 
< Previous > 

Turns back one page.  

 
< Next > 

Turns forward one page.  

 
< Reload > 

Reloads the page.  
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< Page > 

Go to the specified page of the current PowerPoint file. 

This button is displayed only when sharing PowerPoint file 

and VPI file.  

 
< Reproduction of Animation > 

If the displayed page contains animation, this button will play 

it sequentially. 

This button is displayed only when you share PowerPoint 

files. If animation is not set, page feed will be performed.  

 
< Re-distribute > 

System will automatically distribute files displayed to people 

who attended the conference from the middle. This button is 

displayed only to the person who distributed the file.  

 
< Copy to personal viewer > 

Copies the current view to the Personal Viewer.  

 
< Whiteboard to new view > 

Display the currently opened page in a newly opened 

whiteboard.  

 
< Print > 

Print a shared screen.  

 
File receiving state 

It represents the reception status of the file.  

 

 Procedure for sharing pre-uploaded files 

1. Click < File sharing >. 
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2. Click Preuploaded files.  

 

3. < Open > dialog is displayed.  
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4. Select the file and click < Open >.  

 

 

 Sharing a VPI File 

Virtual file sharing (VPI sharing) is the feature to allow all users to share on the memory 

without generating files on each user's end.  

The file is converted to a virtual printer image (VPI) and shared. Therefore, even special files 

can be viewed. 

VPI is a unique way of sharing files on MeetingPlaza.  

 

 

 

 Installation and Configuration of MeetingPlaza Virtual Printer 

 Installation 

To install the MeetingPlaza virtual printer, click [Share] under < Options > and click 

[Install].  

How to open < Settings > differs depending on the screen.  

Point 

• When viewing a VPI file 
   Introduce VPIViewer. When you install the MeetingPlaza client program, it will be installed automatically. 

   After installation, double-clicking the VPI file will automatically start VPIViewer. 

 

• When creating a VPI file 
   Install the virtual printer. Installation can be performed from the VPI viewer. 

   When installation is completed, MeetingPlaza Virtual Printer becomes selectable when printing is selected 

from the application. 

   When you select MeetingPlaza Virtual Printer and print it, a VPI file will be created on the desktop.  
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standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

After installation, "Convert to VPI" is added to the desktop and "Send" menu. 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 
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If the user account control screen is displayed, click < Yes >. 

 

 

 Configure  

To set up the MeetingPlaza virtual printer, click [Share] under < Options > and click 

[Configure]9 on the screen that is displayed. 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

                                                        

9 < Configure > is not displayed if a virtual printer is not installed 
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Printer Property will be shown. 

 

The function of this window is as follows. 

Buttons in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

< General > General property of Virtual Printer will be shown. 

< Sharing > Please refer to help for Windows. 

< Ports > Please do not change this tab. 

< Advanced > Please refer to help for Windows. 

< Color Management > Please do not change this tab. 

< Security > Please refer to help for Windows. 

< Device Settings > Please do not change this tab. 

< MeetingPlaza VPI Config> You can choose VPI file output directory of Virtual Printer. 

 

< Please select folder to store 

VPI file > 

< Select >  

The destination of the output of the VPI file is selected. 

< Image processing method > Specify the image quality when printing. 
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< After printing > 
Specify processing after printing. You can designate to share at the 

ongoing meeting. 

< Remove it from "SendTo"> 
Delete < Convert to VPI > from < Send > menu. When deleted, the 

button display changes to [Add to Send]. 

< Remove it from "Desktop" > 
Delete < Convert to VPI > from the desktop. When deleted, the 

button display changes to [Add to desktop]. 

<OK> Save the settings and close the window. 

<Cancel> Close the window without saving the settings. 

< Apply > Save the settings. 

 

 Function of MeetingPlaza VPI Viewer 

The file is displayed by MeetingPlaza VPI Viewer's starting when the file made with 

MeetingPlaza virtual printer is double-clicked as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

The menu of this window and the function of the button are as follows. 

Menu and button in window 
The menu of this window and the function of the button are as 

follows. 

< File > Open/Close file, or exit MeetingPlaza VPI Viewer. 
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< Window > Specify window display. 

< Option > Display Toolbar/Status bar or hide it. Install/Update of MeetingPlaza 

Virtual Printer. 

< Help > Display the manual of MeetingPlaza. 

 
< Open > 

Open VPI file. 

 
< Print > 

Print VPI file. 

 
< Print Preview > 

Display print preview. 

 
< Shares at the conference > 

Share this file at MeetingPlaza conference. 

 
< Top > 

Return to the first page of the current VPI file. 

 
< Previous > 

Turns back one page. 

 
< Page > 

Go to the specified page.  

 
< Next > 

Turns forward one page. 

 
< Last > 

Go to the last page of the current VPI file. 

 
< Rotate > 

Clicking once will rotate the currently displayed page 90 degrees to 

the right. Even if you perform page turning operation in this state, it 

will be displayed in a rotated state. 

 
< Layout > 

This menu has the following items. 

[Slide]: Displayed on a page-by-page basis. 

[Vertical order]: All pages are connected vertically and displayed. 

[Side-by-side]: All pages are connected side by side and displayed.  

 
< Zoom > 

Zoom in or out the currently displayed page. Returning to 100% 

when you perform page turning operation. 

 
Drawing may be partially lost when rotating display is performed. In 
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< Force Redraw > such a case, using this function will help. 

 
< Help > 

Display the manual of MeetingPlaza. 

 

 Sharing a VPI File 

To start sharing the virtual file of each screen, start with the following operation. 

 Standard 

 

 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 Easy 
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The screen when sharing virtual file sharing in the conference room is as follows. 

 
 

The functions of the buttons in the window are as follows. 

The buttons other than those shown here are the same as File sharing. 

Buttons in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
< Rotate > 

Clicking once will rotate the currently displayed page 90 

degrees to the right.Even if you perform page turning 

operation in this state, it will be displayed in a rotated state. 

This button is displayed only when sharing the VPI file.  

 
[ Layout ] 

This menu has the following items. 

[Slide]: Displayed on a page-by-page basis. 

[Vertical order]: All pages are connected vertically and 

displayed. 

[Side-by-side]: All pages are connected side by side and 

displayed. 

This button is displayed only when sharing the VPI file.  

 
[ Zoom ] 

Zoom in or out the currently displayed page. Returning to 

100% when you perform page turning operation. This button 

is displayed only when sharing the VPI file.  

 
[drawing] 

Pen tool icon is displayed at the top of the VPI sharing screen. 

User can use it to draw.  
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[ Print Preview ] 

Display the print preview. 

 

 Keyboard operation while viewing CPI files 

While sharing a virtual file in the VPI Viewer or conference room, you can perform the 

following mouse operations and keyboard operations in case of slide display.  

Mouse operation action 

wheel page transition 

left button drag scroll 

[Ctrl] + left click zoom in 

[Ctrl] + right click zoom out 

[Ctrl] + wheel zoom in / out 

 

Keyboard operation action 

cursor key Page transition 

(←, ↑: to the previous page,→, ↓: to the next page) 

[PageUp] Turns back one page 

[PageDown] Turns forward one page 

[Ctrl] + [PageUp] zoom in 

[Ctrl] + [PageDown] zoom out 

[Shift] + [PageUp] Turns back one page 

[Shift] + [PageDown] Turns forward one page 

 

 Application sharing (AP Sharing)  

The following explains the operation and the function of application sharing (AP Sharing) in 

MeetingPlaza  
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 Launch application and start sharing 

Two or more applications can be selected. 

In addition, application programs for screen sharing must be activated before sharing 

operations are performed.  

 

Start file sharing by following instructions. 

 Standard 

 

 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

Attention 

Application sharing can not be performed when other users are sharing applications. (It can not be done at 

multiple bases at the same time)  
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 Easy 

 

Select the application program to share. 

 
 

The function of this window is as follows. 

Display in window, button Operation and function when clicked or selected 

Choose an application Drag and drop the icon of application to the application window 

you want to share. 

Program name Specify the application you want to share. The window can be shared 

only when it remains topmost. Once it is no more a topmost window, 

the application sharing will be interrupted. 

The icon of application will be displayed on the left side of the 

program name. 

< Only share the active 

[foreground] window > 

The foremost window will be shared when sharing the application 

program. 

[ OK ] Application sharing starts with the specified state. 

[ Cancel ] Close this window without doing anything. 
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 Application sharing screen 

Application sharing screens are as follows. 

 Screen of the participant started app sharing 
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 Screen of the participant received app sharing 

 

 

 Button operation during application sharing  

 the participant started app sharing 

Display in window, button Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
[ Close ] 

Closes the shared document. 

 
[ Open a new view ] 

A dialog for starting data sharing as shown below will be displayed. 
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[ Browse ] 

Become to page turning mode. 

It can be switched to the < Whiteboard >. 

 
[ Whiteboard ] 

Switch to the drawing (white board) mode . 

It can be switched to < Browse > mode. 

 
[ Draw ] 

On shared participants' screens, a pen tool icon is displayed on top of 

application sharing screen. On sharing user's screen, the pen tool icon 

is displayed on shared files.  

 

 
[ Allow other users to take 

control. ] 

Allow other user to obtain the operation rights of the application. 

You can also specify the user to obtain the operation rights.  

 
[ Work Pad in a new view ] 

Display the currently opened page in the newly opened drawing 

view. 

 
Add new user to the AP sharing 

session automaticall. 

Application sharing data will be also sent to users who entered the 

conference room after application sharing starts. However, if a 

participant who entered the conference room intentionally closes the 

view and leaves the application sharing, he can not join again. 

 
[Select shared window] 

By clicking it, a shared window is opened, users may choose 

application that are currently available to share. 
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[ Unshare ] 

Stop sharing the application.  

 

 the participant received app sharing 

Display in window, button Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
[ Close ] 

Closes the shared document. 

 
[ Open a new view ] 

A dialog for starting data sharing as shown below will be displayed. 

 

 
[ Browse ] 

Become to page turning mode. 

It can be switched to the < Whiteboard >. 
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[ Whiteboard ] 

Switch to the drawing (white board) mode . 

It can be switched to < Browse > mode. 

 
[ Take control ] 

The participant started app sharing clicks  to allow other users to 

take control. 

User that has control of the app will be labeled with ☑. Check the 

box to obtain control.  

 
[ Fit in window size ] 

Shrinks the image of the shared application so that it fits in the 

"Document Sharing" window size. 

 
[ Align window size ] 

Changes the size of the window of the shared application program. 

The size is synchronized with all participants. 

 
[ Automatic scrolling ] 

If the shared side can not display the shared application program in 

the shared window, it automatically scrolls according to the position 

of the mouse on the initiator. 

 
[ Work Pad in a new view ] 

Display the currently opened page in the newly opened drawing 

view. 

 

 Desktop Sharing 

User may share the entire desktop. 

 

Start file sharing by the following instructions. 

 Standard 
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 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 Easy 

 

Buttons on desktop sharing are the same as application sharing.  

 

 Share the entire desktop 

User may share the entire desktop. 

Start file sharing by the following instructions. 

 Standard 
Open the < Desktop Sharing > dialog box and click < Desktop > and the < OK > 

button. 
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 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
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Choose < Desktop > and click < OK >.  

 

 Easy 
Choose < Desktop > and click < OK >. 

 

Buttons on desktop sharing are the same as application sharing.  

 

 Participants are sharing the entire desktop on screen 

The entire desktop sharing screen is as follows. 
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 Screen of the participant started entire desktop sharing 

 

 Screen of the participant received entire desktop sharing 

 

 

 Desktop sharing (area specified) 

User can specify the desktop area and share it. 

Start file sharing by the following instructions.  

 Standard 
Open the < Desktop Sharing > dialog box and click < Area > and the < OK > button. 
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 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
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Choose < Area > and click < OK >. 

 

 Easy 
Choose < Area > and click < OK >. 

 

Buttons on desktop sharing are the same as application sharing.  

 

 sharing 

A frame displayed to specify the area. 

 

You can enlarge or reduce the frame by moving the four corners of the frame with mouse 
drag. 
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Also, if you drag a frame other than the four corners with the mouse, you can move the 

position of the frame. 

The frame becomes pink while during a area specified sharing.  

 

 Participants are sharing the desktop (area specified) on screen 

 Screen of the participant started desktop sharing (area specified) 

 

 Screen of the participant received desktop sharing (area specified) 

 

 

 

Point 

For button operation during desktop sharing, please refer to button operation during application sharing. 
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 Web Sharing 

The following explains the operation and the function of Web sharing. 

 

 Specify URL and start sharing 

Start Web sharing by following instructions.  

 Standard 

 

 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 Easy 
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URL or file name to open 

You can also select from favorites.  

 

 

 

Menu and button in window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

[URL or file name to open] Enter the URL of the website you want to share. 

[Favorites] Click to select URL from IE favorites. 

[Open] Start Web sharing using the specified URL. 

[Cancel] Close this window without doing anything. 

 

 Screen of Web sharing 

When sharing begins, the following windows is displayed. 

 
 

The functions of the buttons at the top of the window are as follows.  
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Buttons in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
[ Close ] 

Closes the shared document. 

 
[ Open a new view ] 

A dialog for starting data sharing as shown below will be displayed. 

 

 
[ Browse ] 

You will be in a mode that allows you to view web pages. 

It can be switched to the < Whiteboard >. 

 
[ Whiteboard ] 

Switch to the drawing (white board) mode . 

It can be switched to < Browse > mode. 

 
[ Sharing pointer ] 

By turning this button on, you can show the movement of the mouse 

cursor to all participants. 

You can share the cursors up to 8 mouse, each with a different color 

cursor. 

 
[ Synchronize window size ] 

Re-sizes all shared windows to your current view. 

* This button is displayed only to organizer or privileged users.  

 
[ Previous ] 

Turns back one page.  

 
[ Next ] 

Turns forward one page.  

 
[ Reload ] 

Reloads the page.  

 
[ Stop ] 

Stop reading the resource.  
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[ favorite ] 

Click to select URL from IE favorites. 

 

 
[ draw ] 

Use the pen tool icon at the top of the Web sharing screen to draw.  

 

 
[ Copy to personal viewer ] 

Copies the current view to the Personal Viewer. 

 
[ Whiteboard to new view ] 

Display the currently opened page in a newly opened whiteboard. 

 
[ Print ] 

Print a shared screen.  

 
[ Print Preview ] 

Display print preview. 

 

 Whiteboard Sharing 

Start whiteboard sharing by following instructions.  
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 Standard 

 

 Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 Easy 
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The white board is displayed. 

 
 

The functions of the buttons at the top of the window are as follows.  

Display in window, 

button 
Operation and function when clicked or selected 

 
[ Close ] 

Closes the shared document. 

 
[ Open a new view ] 

A dialog for starting data sharing as shown below will be displayed. 
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[ Draw ] 

Switch to the drawing mode. This button can not be clicked when only the 

whiteboard is open. 

 
[ Sharing pointer ] 

By turning this button on, you can show the movement of the mouse cursor to all 

participants. 

You can share the cursors up to 8 mouse, each with a different color cursor.  

 
[ Return to 

beginning ] 

Erase all the contents and return to the screen when starting to share the 

whiteboard.  

 
[ undo ] 

undo the last operation  

 
[ back ] 

Return to the last operation  

 
[ Redo all ] 

Redo all of the operations.  

 
Select ] 

Select the object you wrote. When you right click on the object in the selected 

state (the object is surrounded by the dotted line), a popup menu will be 

displayed. By clicking "Delete" on that menu, you can delete the selected object.  

 
[ Eraser ] 

Erase the writing. 

 
[ Range deletion ] 

User can specify the deletion area and delete the writing. 

 
[ Pen ] 

To write with Pen tool. 

 
[ Marker ] 

To write with the marker tool. 

 
[ Straight line ] 

To draw a straight line 

 
[ Quadrangle ] 

To draw a quadrangle. 

 
[ Quadrangle 

(painting out) ] 

To draw a quadrangle (painting out) 
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[ Oval ] 

To draw a oval. 

 
[ Oval (painting 

out) ] 

To draw a oval (painting out) 

 
[ Setting line width ] 

To set the line width. 

 
[ Text ] 

To specify the location and type. 

 
[ Font setting ] 

Set font of characters. 

 
[ Color setting ] 

Set the color. 

 
[ Copy to personal 

viewer ] 

Copies the current view to the Personal Viewer. 

 
[ Whiteboard to new 

view ] 

Display the currently opened page in a newly opened whiteboard. 

 
[Clear background 

and display 

whiteboard] 

Clear background and display whiteboard. 

 
[ Save as bitmap ] 

The whiteboard is saved as a bmp file 

 
[ Print ] 

The print dialog box opens, and the whiteboard can be printed. 

 
[ Print preview ] 

The print preview window is displayed. 

To paste an image to the whiteboard, please open the file and copy the image first.  

Go to the whiteboard, right-click on its screen and select "Paste bitmap" from the pop-up menu 

to proceed. 
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Click outside the image and paste to complete the paste.  

 

4-4-5 Voice 

 Voice related functions and settings 

Voice communication operates as follows. 

 The number of people that can speak simultaneously is a maximum of 7 people or less. 

 If the number exceeds 7 the processed is processed in the order 

 There are three stages of voice quality. User can specify when booking a conference room 

or creating a conference room 

 

 Change the talk mode 

Change the talk mode as follows.  

 Standard 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

Details of setting are as follows. We can use it properly by responding to the use environment 

etc. because there are a merit and a weak point respectively. 
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The setting of the talk mode is preserved by the personal computer that uses it, and the same 

talk mode comes to be used at the next conference. 

 

 Adjustment of microphone volume 

The mic volume is adjusted by use of the slide wire next to the mic icon.  

 Standard 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

The volume is shown in percentages. The volume may be increased to exceed 100% with the 

(mic boost function).  

 

 Adjustment of speaker volume 

The volume of the speaker is adjusted by moving the slide indicator. The volume will increase 

by movement to the left and decrease by movement to the right.  

 Standard 
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 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

 Mute (Output control of mic and speaker) 

You can mute the microphone and speaker by clicking the check box (or icon) shown below. 

When you mute the microphone, the microphone input is suppressed. When you mute the 

speaker, the output of the speaker is suppressed.  

 Standard 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

If both the microphone and the speaker are muted, the following will be displayed.  

 Standard 
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 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

 Voice test tool (loopback test) 

MeetingPlaza has a voice test tool. There are two ways to start the test tool.  

 From setup menu, choose tab < Audio >, click < Start Loopback test >. 

 To start a test tool, click < Audio > Menu Button, then choose < Start Loopback test >. 

While holding down the Ctrl key, speak into the microphone. The audio should be heard 

through the users speakers if all settings are correct.  

After adjusting volume, click [Stop test] in the loopback test screen to exit.  

 Standard 

To start an audio test from tab < Audio > To start an audio test from < Audio > Menu Button 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 
 

 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
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To start an audio test from tab < Audio > To start an audio test from < Audio > Menu Button 

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

 

 

 

 Using an echo canceller 

Echo canceller is a feature to prevent microphone picking up the audio reproduced from the speakers.  

 Standard 
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 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

 

 

 Noise canceller (microphone) 

Noise canceller (microphone) can reduce the noise that occurs from your microphone when 

speaking. 

 Standard 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

 Noise canceller (speaker) 

The noise canceller (speaker) can reduce the noise that occurs when listening to the sound.  

Point 

For full-fledged echo / howling measures, we recommend using a dedicated echo canceller device. 
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 Standard 

 

 Easy.Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 

 

 

4-4-6 Text Chat 

In the MeetingPlaza conference room, user can communicate with chat in addition to audio and 

video. 

The chat display screen can be displayed in English, Chinese, Spanish, etc. (multi language) besides 

Japanese. Chat characters are also entered in their respective languages and displayed on the chat 

screen of all participants. 

 

 

4-4-7 Participant 

 Invite participants 

"Invite participants" is enabled when a user choose to enter guest acounts at the scheduling. 

The max. number of guest accounts equals to Max. number of participants reduced by host and 

invited participants. 
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Standard mode: Choose < Participant > at the bottom of the screenand click < Invite >. 

Wide . Discussion . Seminar . V5 Standard . Classic mode: Choose < Other > and click < invite 

>. 

Easy mode: Choose < Setting >-< Other > and click < Invite >.  

 

 

Point 

Up to the maximum of participants are able to join the meeting as guests. 

For example, when a meeting has a preset of maximum 10 people, excluding participents 3 people that have 

been registered, guests that are allowed to join this meeting will be limited to 7 people.  
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Standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

 

By choosing this item, as the picture shown below, a window opens to allow administrator to 

add participants that are not previously invited. 

 
 

The meanings of the input fields and buttons in the window are as follows. 

Input column and button. Meaning and operation. 

Invitation E-mail The mail address of the participant who wants to invite it is input. 

URL to enter the conference room when inviting it is transmitted to 

this mail addresses appropriating. 

Invitation Name The name of the participant who wants to invite it is input. When the 

invited participant uses received URL and it enters the conference 

room, this name is displayed under the face image frame. It is 

possible to invite it without inputting it. 

[CLOSE] This window is closed. 

[OK] The confirmation screen of the input content is displayed. 

 

he destination you entered and clicked on [OK] should look like the following screen. 
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Invited participants receive emails as following. Click URL to enter a conference room. (Email 

sample)  

 

 

 

 

Point 

After inviting guests, conference host receives emails that contains guest accounts as well. One of the guest 

accounts received is invalid.  

 

(Example of title of E-mail) 

MeetingPlaza Invitation Mail  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(Example of text of E-mail) 

Dear User2, 

 

Chair (Contract ID 001) invites you. 

 

Please access the following URL to enter the remote conference room.  

https://xxxx.meetingplaza.com/oc/mp.cgi?ab1C23DefGH4Ij56klMnO_pqrst  

---------------------------------- 

< Note: > 

Please read the following document carefully. 

If you don't agree on the document, please don't enter any of the Conference Rooms. 

Software License Agreement: 

http://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/standard/license.html  

----------------------------------  
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 User list 

Standard mode: Click < User >"at the bottom of the screen. 

Wide Discussion . Seminar . V5 Standard . Classic mode: Choose < Other > and click < userlist 

>.  

Easy mode: Choose < Settings > tab and click < User List >.  

Standard 
Wide.Discussion. 

Seminar.V5 Standard.Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

When this item is selected, a window showing the list of users (participants) as shown below. 

For standard mode, when you click on the upper right  of < Attendees >, the user list is 

displayed on a separate screen. 

The contents of the organizer or privileged participant's window is different from the general 

participants.  

 

Participants rights can be seen on the left of the participants names 

 is the organizer or privileged participant. 

 are the general participants. 

User name will be displayed in a reserved conference. If neither icon is displayed, the 

participant is not logged in. 

Admin or Authorized User's Screen General Participants Screen 

 

 

 

Right click on the User name and select < Show Details > to check the connection status of the 

user (participant). 
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Click [>>] to check detailed information. 

 
Status (%) of the color of the figure shows the user's communication status. From good to poor 

will be "green", "yellow", "red". 

 

The buttons in the user list, check boxes and other functions are as follows. 

The blue characters indicate that the display screen of the general participants and organizers or 

privileged users.  

Notation in the window Operation and function when clicked or selected 

Participant 

control tools 

Voice Controls the speaking rights of all participants. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)". 

If you only allow specific participants, give rights to participants in 

the state ☑, and deprive all participants in □ state.  

Text Controls the chat input rights of all participants. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)". 

If you only allow specific participants, give rights to participants in 

the state ☑, and deprive all participants in □ state.  

Sharing Controls sharing rights of all participants. You can choose from 

"Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow Only Specified 

Participants (Up to 8 users)". 

If you only allow specific participants, give rights to participants in 

the state ☑, and deprive all participants in □ state.  
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Draw Controls drawing rights of all participants. You can choose from 

"Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow Only Specified 

Participants (Up to 8 users)".  

If you only allow specific participants, give rights to participants in 

the state ☑, and deprive all participants in □ state.  

User User name participant's name. 

Hand Displays the presence of raising hands. 

Enquete The choices answered to the questionnaire are displayed. 

Voice Controls the speaking rights. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)".  

Text Controls the chat input rights. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)".  

Share Controls the sharing rights. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)".  

Draw Controls drawing rights. 

You can choose from "Authorizing All", "Prohibiting all", "Allow 

Only Specified Participants (Up to 8 users)".  

 

When right clicking on the user name part, a menu for performing voice setting and network 

setting of the user (participant) is displayed as shown below. 
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The functions of each menu item are as follows. 

menu items Features on each items 

Kick out this user Force the selected participant to exit from the conference 

(logout) and invalidate the user ID (valid only at the 

reserved conference). 

Show detailed information of this user You can check the communication status of the user. 

Microphone control You can change the talk mode. 

 Mic is on automatically while speaking 

(Voice switch)  

Automatically detects the sound of the microphone. User 

can speak without pressing the key. 

Mic is on while Ctrl key is dow Press the key (you can change the key to such as Ctrl) to 

speak. 

Press key or button to turn on/off the 

mic 

Press the key to start speaking and press again to stop. 

Mic is alway on.(Use mute button to 

turn off) 

Remain speak state at all times. 

Echo canceller You can change the setting of the echo canceller. 

Noise suppressor (microphone) You can change the setting of the noise canceller 

(microphone). 

Noise suppressor (speaker) You can change the setting of the noise canceller (speaker). 

Set mic volume Set the microphone volume. 

Video ON Start/Pause the user's video. 

Run speed measurement remotely Measure network speed of this user automatically. 

Choose network speed for this user You can change the network speed setting of the user. 

Remote support Specify the participant's desktop or area and send a remote 

operation request to the participant. 

Remote operation cannot be performed if the participant 

does not accept the request. 

Remote setting Remote setting on network spead, video (video device, 

video quality), voice (microphone, speaker, talking mode) 

for participants. 
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 Q & A 

For Q&A, select " Attendees " from the Standard menu followed by the " Etiquette " button, 

select " Other " from the " Wide ", " Discussion ", Seminar V5Standard, Classic area, followed 

by the Q&A button. Easy, select the wrench tool, followed by Q&A.  

 

Standard 
Wide, Discussion, Seminar, 

V5standard, Classic 
Easy 

 

 

 

When this item is selected, the window like the figure below is displayed.  

 

When the content of the question is selected from the menu, and < Start > is clicked, choices of 

the question and the answer are shown to other users.  
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The screen of Q&A user will reflect choices of 

"yes or no" for determining whether the answer 

addressed the users concerns.  

The screen of the user launching the Q&A feature 

When the user who receives the question clicks < Submit > specifying choices of the answer, it 

is reflected in the screen of the user who begins questioning as shown in the figure below.  

  

Choices of the answer are presented and when < 

Submit > is clicked, the selected answer is 

presented to the user. 

When additional users have answered the question, 

the Q&A will also display choices for previous 

answers to the question.  
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The user's answer is displayed in the user list as shown in the figure below.  

 

 

The content in the question of the questionnaire is as follows.  

 Question Choices 

[2] Yes or No  1. Yes 

2. No  

[2] Doyou like it? 1. favor 

2. oppose  

[2] Good or Bad? 1. good 

2. bad  

[2] Easy or Hard  1. easy 

2. hard  

[3] Choose one(Yes, No, Not sure) 1. Yes 

2. No 

3. I'm not sure  

[3] Choose one(Favor, Oppose, Not sure) 1. favor 

2. oppose 

3. I'm not sure  

[3] Choose one(Good, Bad, Not sure) 1. good 

2. bad 

3. I'm not sure  

[3] Choose one(Easy, Hard, Not sure) 1. easy 

2. hard 

3. I'm not sure  

[4] Choose one(price, four choices) 1. very expensive 

2. expensive 

3. cheap 
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4. very cheap  

[4] Choose one(Volume/Quantity, four choices) 1. a lot of 

2. most of 

3. less of 

4. a little bit of  

[4] Choose one(Grade, four choices) 1. excellent 

2. very good 

3. poor 

4. very bad  

[5] Choose one(price, five choices) 1. extremely high price 

2. high price 

3. legular price 

4. low price 

5. lowest price  

[5] Choose one(Volume/Quantity, five choices) 1. a lot of 

2. most of 

3. normal 

4. less of 

5. a little bit of  

[5] Choose one(Grade, five choices) 1. excellent 

2. very good 

3. fair 

4. poor 

5. very bad  

 

The function of the button and the check box in the window of the questionnaire is as follows. 

Mark in window Operation and function when click or selecting it 

[Question] It is a list of the question prepared with MeetingPlaza. The 

question transmitted to other users is selected from among this 

menu item. 

[Answer] It is an answer according to the selected question. 

Option Enable re-answer The user who receives the question can change the answer. 

Show answers in user list The answer situation (number of answers of each choices) 

displayed on the screen of the user who begins questioning is 

automatically updated. < Update histogram> is clicked when not 

automatically updating it. 

Update histogram 

continuously 

The each user's answer is displayed in the user list. 
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Distribute Histogram The total result of the answer is displayed on the user side where 

the question was received. 

[Start] The questionnaire of the selected question begins. 

[Update Histogram] The answer situation (number of answers of each choices) 

displayed on the screen of the user who begins questioning is 

updated. 

[submit] The answer is transmitted. The user who begins questioning can 

also answer. 

[Close] This window is closed. 

 

 Change the user's volume adjustment from the user list 

You can change the volume control of other users remotely.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

2. Move the mouse cursor over the name of the user whose setting you want to change, right click 

to display the menu, and select [Set mic volume]. 

 

3. Adjust the volume of the user. 
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 Change the user's voice setting from the user list 

You can remotely change other user's talk mode, microphone volume and echo canceller usage 

state and noise canceller as well.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

2. Move the mouse cursor to the name of the user whose setting you want to change, right-

click to display the menu and select Audio Settings. 

 

 

 

 Start / pause a video for user from the user list 

You can remotely start / pause a video for user.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once. 

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once. 
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2. Move the mouse cursor to the name of the user whose setting you want to change, right-

click to display the menu and select [Start/Pause video]. 

 

3. The user displayed in the video image is in the stopped state 

4. Click [Start] to open the video start dialog. 

 

5. Clicking [Yes] to start video communication. 

 

 

 Change user connection speed/bandwidth from user list 

Administrator may change other users' network connection speed remotely.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once.  
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2. Move the mouse cursor to the name of the user whose setting you want to change, right-

click to display the menu and select [Run speed measurement remotely]. 

 

 

 

 Change user remote settings from user list 

Administrator may change other users' network connection speed, video and audio settings 

remotely.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once. 
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2. Move the mouse cursor to the name of the user whose setting you want to change, right-

click to display the menu and select [Remote setting]. 

 

3. A remote settings page opens. 

 

4. Choose the item(s) to make changes, click [Apply] and click [OK] to proceed.  

 

 User control tools 

This is a page to make changes for all (or selected) users on features of speak, text chat, sharing 

and drawing.  

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once.  
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1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it. 

 

2. Click [Moderation Control] to make changes on speak and other features. 

Choose from [Permit all users], [Prohibit all users] and [Permit selected participants (Max. 

8 users)]. 

 

 

 

 Exit the user from user list 

Administrator may remove a user from an on-going conference.  

1. Select [Attendees] (or click [Others] to select [User List]) and display it.  

 

Point 

Upon permitted, the max. of speaks can speak simultaneously is set to seven users (devices). 
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2. Choose a user and right-click the user to choose [Kick out this user] from the pull-down 

menu. 

 

3. User exit page opens. Choose how do you want to remove this user from an on-going 

conference. 

"Logout" allows user to exit the room and re-enter the room by clicking the original URL. 

"Disable account" prohibits the user to enter the room again by clicking the original URL. 

Administor may choose to apply "Logout" and "Disable account" on a same user. 

 

4. Click [OK] to force the user to exit. 

The evacuated user will not any confirmation window on his device. 

 

 

 Perform remote support from the user list 

* Remote support can also be performed from participant's video screen. 

 

 Send desktop sharing request 

Point 

You can not select multiple users and make changes at once.  
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1. Choose [Send desktop sharing request] from Remote support.  

 

2. The request screen of a desktop sharing is displayed. 

You can type in additional message fields. 

 

3. Click [OK]. 
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4. The desktop sharing request screen will be displayed to participants. 

 

5. When the participant clicks [OK], the organizer or privileged user can remotely 

operate the participant's desktop. 

 

 

 Send area specified sharing request 

1. Choose [Send area specified sharing request] from a remote support.  

 

Attention 

Desktop sharing request", "area specified sharing request", application sharing and desktop sharing can 

not be performed at the same time  
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2. The request screen of the range specification sharing is displayed. 

You can type in additional message fields. 

 

3. Click [OK].  

4. The area specified sharing request screen is displayed to the participant. 

 

5. Click [OK]. 
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6. When the participant clicks [OK], the frame for selecting the range is displayed. 

 

7. Specify the range and click [Start], the frame becomes pink. 

 

8. The organizer or privileged user can remotely control the area specified desktop of 

the participant. 

 

 

4-4-8 Participant video screen 

 Changing voice and network settings of other participants 

Attention 

Desktop sharing request", "area specified sharing request", application sharing and desktop sharing can 

not be performed at the same time  
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When you enter the conference room as the organizer or privileged user, you can change the 

voice settings and network settings of other participants. 

 

 

Menu item Features on each items 

Minimize Minimize the screen and display only the user name. 

Double size The image is displayed in double size. 

Show only this user Hide video images other than selected participant. 

Hide this user Hide the video image of the selected participant. 

Kick out this user Force the selected participant to exit from the conference 

(logout) and invalidate the user ID (valid only at the reserved 

conference). 

Microphone control You can change the talk mode. 

Voice switch sensitivity You can change the sensitivity of the voice switch. 

(Displayed only when voice switch is selected) 

Echo canceller You can change the setting of the echo canceller. 
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Noise canceller (microphone) You can change the setting of the noise canceller 

(microphone). 

Noise canceller (speaker) You can change the setting of the noise canceller (speaker). 

Set mic Volume Set the microphone volume. 

Run speed measurement remotely Measure network speed of this user automatically. 

Choose network speed for this user You can change the network speed setting of the user. 

Remote support Specify the participant's desktop or area and send a remote 

operation request to the participant. 

Remote operation cannot be performed if the participant does 

not accept the request. 

Remote setting Remote setting on network spead, video (video device, video 

quality), voice (microphone, speaker, talking mode) for 

participants. 

Video ON Start/Pause the user's video. 

User information You can check the communication status of the user. 

 

 Stop the camera image and use for still image 

It is displayed when placing the mouse on the self-portrait image in standard, easy, wide, V5 

standard and classic mode. 

 
 

It is displayed at the bottom of the screen in discussions, seminars, and V5 standards mode.  
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You can temporarily stop the image of the camera connected to the PC and save the image as a 

bitmap file. You can also send a bitmap file instead of the camera image. 

 

 

Button in window Operation and function when click or selecting it 

 or  

[Pause] 

The transmission of the camera image is stopped when clicking. 

The image of the button changes into  or . The 

transmission of the camera image is restarted when clicking again. 

 or  

[save] 

 or  is clicked, and it puts it into the state to stop the 

camera image temporarily. It enters the state that can be clicked to 

preserve the image that stops temporarily in the personal computer 

as a bit map file. 

 or  

[still image] 

The bit map file is used instead of the camera image. The window 

where the bit map file is selected is displayed when clicking. 

 

 Perform remote support from participants' video images 

* Remote support can also be performed from the user list. 

 

 Send desktop sharing request 

1. Choose [Send desktop sharing request] from Remote support.  
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2. The request screen of a desktop sharing is displayed. 

You can type in additional message fields. 

 

3. Click [OK]. 

4. The desktop sharing request screen will be displayed to participants. 

 

5. When the participant clicks [OK], the organizer or privileged user can remotely operate the 

participant's desktop. 

 

 

 

 

Attention 

Desktop sharing request", "area specified sharing request", application sharing and desktop sharing can 

not be performed at the same time  
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 Send area specified sharing request 

1. Choose [Send area specified sharing request] from a remote support.  

 

2. The request screen of the range specification sharing is displayed. 

You can type in additional message fields. 

 

3. Click [OK].  
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4. The area specified sharing request screen is displayed to the participant. 

 

5. Click [OK]. 

6. When the participant clicks [OK], the frame for selecting the range is displayed. 
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7. Specify the range and click [Start], the frame becomes pink. 

 

8. The organizer or privileged user can remotely control the area specified desktop of the 

participant. 

 

 

 Change the user's volume adjustment from the user image frame 

You can change the volume control of other users remotely. 

1. Click the lower right corner of the user image and select [Set mic volume]. 

 

Attention 

Desktop sharing request", "area specified sharing request", application sharing and desktop sharing can 

not be performed at the same time  
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2. Adjust the volume of the user. 

 

 

 Change the user's audio setting from the user image frame 

You can remotely change other user's talk mode, microphone volume and echo canceller usage 

state and noise canceller as well.  

 

Click the lower right corner of the user image. 

 
 

You can set the talk mode, echo canceller and noise canceller settings. 
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 Start / pause a video for user from user image frame 

You can remotely start / pause a video for user. 

1. Click the lower right corner of the user image and select [Start video/ Pause video]. 

 

2. The user displayed in the video image is in the stopped state 

3. Click [Start video] to open the video start dialog. 

 

4. Clicking [Yes] to start video communication. 
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 Change user connection bandwidth from user video frame 

Administrator may change other users' network connection speed remotely.  

1. Click lower right corner of user video frame and choose "Choose network speed for this 

user". 

2. Choose appropriate network speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point 

User may choose to test current network speed automatically and apply the detected speed to connection by 

using "Run speed measurement remotely", instead of manually set a network speed.  
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 Change remote user settings from user video frame 

Administrator may change other users' network connection speed, video and audio settings 

remotely.  

1. Click lower right corner of user video frame and choose "Remote settings". 

 

2. A remote settings page opens. 

 

3. Choose the item(s) to make changes, click [Apply] and click [OK] to proceed.  
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 To remove a user from user video frame 

Administrator may remove a user from an on-going conference. 

1. Click lower right corner of user video frame and choose "Kick out this user". 

 

2. User exit page opens. Choose how do you want to remove this user from an on-going 

conference. 

"Logout" allows user to exit the room and re-enter the room by clicking the original URL. 

"Disable account" prohibits the user to enter the room again by clicking the original URL. 

Administor may choose to apply "Logout" and "Disable account" on a same user. 

 

3. Click [OK] to force the user to exit. 

The evacuated user will not any confirmation window on his device. 
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4-4-9 Recording / playback 

In MeetingPlaza, you can record the audio, video and shared data during the conference on your 

computer, and play it after the conference is over. 

The following explains how to use this recording / playback function.  

 

 

 Assigning recording authority 

Only the authoized users may record a conference. To authorize a user to do so, either at the 

scheduling or for AdHoc conference users, at the user registration. 

1. Conference is scheduled  

When the conference is scheduled those who have the ability to record the meeting are 

designated with a (on) ☑ next to their name in the participant list.  

 

2. How to authorize a user of Adhoc meeting room to record at meeting.  

At user registration, by turning the check box □ of < Recordable > ON ☑, the user is 

authorized to record the meeting. Please turn ON ☑ of users that are allowed to record. 

 

Attention 

The recording feature is a standard feature under ASP service.  
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 Recording 

To record a conference, click on the record button in the function box. 

Standard 

 

Discussion, Wide, Seminar, V5standard 

 

Easy 

 

Classic 

 

The record window is opened and the user can designate where the recorded files are to be 

stored. 

Records do not specify a folder, please note that recording will not start. 

The "Record Name" is used in the conversion to an AVI file once the recorded data is saved. 

 

 

 

 

When recording has begun, the record button is active. To stop recording click the pause button, to 

begin recording again click the pause button. To end the recorded session, click on the stop button. 

Point 

The default path of recorded folder is "C \ Users \ user name \ Videos". Under the folder, recorded files are 

saved in the order of date and time. 

To change the location to save your recorded file, please click [Select] and proceed. 
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We are recording a user, in the lower left "REC" is displayed and can be seen from the recognition 

by other users. 

 

 

 

 Playback of recording 

From V8.0, a "play.html" is saved in the same recorded folder. Please use this .html to replay 

the recording. 

For local recording recorded under V7.1 and before, please follow the instruction to replay the 

recording. 

Attention 

When performing a local record, please note the following points. 

 Please start file sharing after the local recording begins. 

 To record a file sharing, please start recording when more than 2 participants are in the room. Then you can 

start to share a file. 

 To record the results of questionnaire, you must put a check in "Distribute the summary results to 

participants". 

 In Web sharing, only the URLs are recorded. The contents of the Web page at are not recorded. 

 Display position of the video during the meeting (layout) is not retained. 
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Access the following URL. To replay the recorded conference. 

https://asp1.meetingplaza.com/recmgr/localplay.cgi 

 
 

Click on the play button and select the folder where the information was saved to and click 

"OK" view the recorded conference. 

https://asp1.meetingplaza.com/recmgr/localplay.cgi
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The function of the button in this window is as follows. 

Button in window Operation and function when click or selecting it 

Image quality setting bar Please refer to "Easy settings of video quality".  

 
Index 

Allows one to select the a given point in the video. 
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Play 

Start the recording.(The record folder is selected.) 

 
Pause 

Stopped temporarily the recording 

 
End 

End the recording 

 
Menu 

 
AVI conversion 

Convert the recorded conference to an AVI file. 

* AVI conversion is available when the network is 

disconnected. 

 
Quit 

Stop playback of a local recording. 

 
Slider 

You can change the playback point by moving the slider. 

 
Voice setting 

Setting the volume of the recording 
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 AVI conversion 

MeetingPlaza has the ability to convert the recorded conference into AVI format. 

The AVI file produced can also be edited with software and displayed using Windows Media 

Player. 

Only voice and video can be converted to the AVI format. Shared files and chat windows are 

not converted. 

 Procedure of AVI conversion 

The conversion procedure for AVI format is described below. 

1. AVI conversion for a recorded conference.  
Open your browser and go to the following URL: 

https://asp1.meetingplaza.com/recmgr/localplay.cgi 

Attention 

Please note that that shared files may not show when the position of the video file is move on playback. 

 

https://asp1.meetingplaza.com/recmgr/localplay.cgi
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Click on the [AVI] button. 

 

 

 

2. The input and output files are designated for AVI conversion to begins.  
Because the following windows are displayed, the folder name for the input and 

output files are designated. AVI conversion begins by clicking on the AVI conversion 

button.  

 
 

Point 

 AVI conversion can be performed only when recording playback is stopped. 

 You can also convert AVI from playback .html.  
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As the file is being converted progress is shown in the processing window. 

 

 

3. End of AVI conversion  
When AVI conversion ends, the following window is displayed. The AVI file can be 

viewed by clicking on the "play" button.10  

 

 

 

 Setting change of AVI conversion  

The following window is displayed when the setting button in the AVI conversion window 

is clicked. The AVI conversion parameters can be specified. 

                                                        

10 Windows media player can be used for the video playback. 

Point 

AVI conversion can be performed only when recording playback is stopped. 

You can also convert AVI from playback .html.  
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The function of the button and the menu in this window is as follows. 

Button and menu in window Operation and function when click or selecting it 

1 

Image size There are eight image sizes (side x length), that are available,  

SXGA(1280x1024), XGA(1024x780),SVGA(800x600), 

VGA(640x480), CIF(352x288), QVGA(320x240), QCIF(176x144), 

and QQVGA(160x120).  

2 Frame rate The frame rate can be set to 1-30 frame/second. 

3 Video compression The video compression (compression method of the image) is set. 

4 Audio compression The audio compression (compression method of the voice) is set. 

5 

make entry's image size the 

same. 

All image sizes are expanded to the same size when the image size 

of the conference participant (HD, VGA, QVGA and QQVGA 

screens) are different. 

6 

delete unwanted blank 

area.(Image size becomes 

small.) 

All blank areas in the browser are deleted. 
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 Details of video compression 

The video compression (compression method of the image) is set. The necessary video 

compression codec must be installed on the computer doing the conversion. 

Video compression Explanation type of video CODEC 

Automatic setting The codec that can be used is 

automatically set. 

 

Microsoft MPEG-4 

V2(compressibility valuing) 

The compressibility is valued. Microsoft MPEG-4 Video Codec 

V3 

Cinepak (interchangeability 

valuing) 

Interchangeability is valued. iccvid.dll 

IndeoR 5.10 (image quality 

valuing) 

The size of the file is valued. IndeoR video 5.10 

Microsoft Video 1 (speed 

valuing) 

The processing speed is valued. msvidc32.dll 

No compression It doesn't compress it. The image 

quality is not deteriorated. 

(Please note that the size of the 

file grows very much.) 

 

 

 

 Details of audio compression 

The audio compression (compression method for voice) is set as follows  

Audio compression Explanation property of audio CODEC 

Automatic setting The codec that can be used is 

automatically set. 

 

Microsoft ADPCM (tone quality 

valuing) 

Tone quality is valued. msadp32.acm 

GSM 6.10 (valuing of size of 

file) 

The size of the file is valued. msgsm32.acm 

PCM (no compression) Tone quality is not deteriorated. Microsoft PCM Converter 

Point 

Reference 

"Hardware" tab can be selected for Windows XP by "Control panel" → of "Setting" → of "Start" → "System", 

"Device manager" be left-clicked, and the property of "Video CODEC" of "Sound, video, and game controller" 

confirm "Mark of the property of video CODEC" by the device manager. As a result,the installation of the 

video compression is confirmed.  
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 File transfer time and file size estimation  

Below, is the file transfer time and file size estimation for recorded one-hour meeting 

data(300Mbps) to AVI format. 

Video 

compression 

Audio 

compression 

Image Size 

(Horizontal 

x Vertical) 

Frame rate 

(Frame/Second) 

Transfer Time 

(Minute) 

File Size 

(Mbps) 

Microsoft 

MPEG-4 V2 

Microsoft 

ADPCM 

QVGA 

(320x240) 

10 5 143 

Microsoft 

MPEG-4 V2 

Microsoft 

ADPCM 

VGA 

(640x480) 

10 45 165 

Cinepak Microsoft 

ADPCM 

QVGA 

(320x240) 

10 140 820 

Cinepak Microsoft 

ADPCM 

VGA 

(640x480) 

10 400 2860 

IndeoR 5.10 Microsoft 

ADPCM 

QVGA 

(320x240) 

10 20 200 

IndeoR 5.10 Microsoft 

ADPCM 

VGA 

(640x480) 

10 280 500 

Microsoft Video 1 Microsoft 

ADPCM 

QVGA 

(320x240) 

10 5 340 

Microsoft Video 1 Microsoft 

ADPCM 

VGA 

(640x480) 

10 120 660 

Non-compression Microsoft 

ADPCM 

QVGA 

(320x240) 

10 5 10350 

Non-compression Microsoft 

ADPCM 

VGA 

(640x480) 

10 50 38740 

 

 

Point 

Reference 

"Hardware" tab can be selected for Windows XP by "Control panel" → of "Setting" → of "Start" → 

"System", "Device manager" be left-clicked, and the property of "Video CODEC" of "Sound, video, and 

game controller" confirm "Mark of the property of video CODEC" by the device manager. As a result, the 

presence of the installation of the audio compression is understood. 
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4-4-10 Key for the Conference room 
 

On the standard screen, from the menu of "Others" at the top of the screen to 

click the "Conference room key". 

At Wide, Discussion, Seminar, V5 Standard and Classic modes, click the 

"Conference room key" from the menu of "Others". 

At Easy mode, click the "lock or unlock" from the menu of "Settings". 

 

Standard 
Wide, Discussion, Seminar, 

V5standard, Classic 
Easy 

 

 
 

 

Select this item to open the "Conference room key" window. 

When you lock the meeting room When you unlock the Conference room 

Click the "Lock". 

 

Click "Unlock". 

 

 

4-5Use telephone or TV conference terminal to attend the 

conference 

 

4-5-1 Participate in a conference via telephone 

1. Prepare Login Number 
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To join the Adhoc meeting from phone, please clicking the Adhoc room name and enter 

the "Login Number" to enter the meeting room. 

 

Login Number for telephone shown above is 12345678. 

Each reservation conference room Login Number is included in the meeting invitation 

email. 

 

 

2. Dial to telephone gateway 

(1) The telephone number of the gateway is dialed 

(2) The "Login Number" of the telephone participation is entered with in ten seconds. 

(3) A # (pound sign) is entered after the "Login Number" is dialed. 

(4) A Voice messages prompts for the room number of the conference room.  

The participant who enters the conference room by the telephone are shown in the figure 

below. 
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The following announcements flow when it is not possible to connect it. 

Error announcement Cause and correspondence 

[An error occurred. The gateway connections 

reached to the upper limit.] 

It is already an announcement when the telephone 

is connected in log in with the personal computer. 

If the personal computer logs out, the telephone 

connection becomes possible. 

[An error occurred. The conference date and time 

are not correct.] 

It is an announcement when logging it in 30 

minutes or more before the conference date. Please 

log it in when becoming time. 

[An error occurred. The login number is not 

correct.] 

It is an announcement when it makes a mistake in 

the login number of the telephone participation. 

Please input a correct login number. 

[An error occurred. This call is not permitted by 

the room administrator.] 

It is an announcement when the conference room 

manager has not permitted the telephone 

connection. Please confirm whether to have 

permitted the telephone connection to the 

conference room manager. 

 

 

3. Audio control during the meeting 

When entering the conference room by telephone, the following operation can be done. 

#9 Turn on Mute. (Stop audio input.) Users joined the conference by dial-in will be 

muted. Other participants can't hear their voice. 

#0 Turn off Mute. (Start audio input.) Users joined the conference by dial-in will be in 

Point 

User can check the line number of the telephone gateway by clicking the < ? > button of the Adhoc conference 

room / reserved conference room or from the guidance mail of the reservation meeting. 

For questions, please contact NTT TechnoCross Corporation support window for further assistance. (Email: 

support@meetingplaza.com, telephone: 0120-753-677)  
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speaker mode. Other participants will hear their voice. 

#5 The voice loop back is begun. The remark of the telephone is turned in the system of 

MeetingPlaza, and returns to the telephone. 

#11 "Raising hand". The screen of other participants who are entering a room with the PC 

and "Raise one's hand" mark are displayed. 

#12 Raise one's hand" is stopped. 

 

 

4-5-2 Join a conference via TV conference terminal 

To allow accesses via phone and TV conference device, please go to [Others] - [My 

settings]and turn on < Enable h.323 system login >. 

Point 

The telephone participant can always transmit remarks as long as the mute is not turned on. 

Because MeetingPlaza is a specification of seven simultaneous audio users, other participants cannot make 

remarks that the participant by the telephone becomes seven people. 

In that case, please mute on/turn off the remark of the telephone, and control the state of the remark.  
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Point 

To join the meeting from any TV conference devices, please purchase MeetingPlaza connector cable 

separately. 

For details, please refer to https://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/connector.html  

https://www.meetingplaza.com/product/asp/connector.html
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5. Appendix 
 

5-1 Frequently Asked Questions 

 

5-1-1 Unable to login at portal page 

Enter user ID and password and click < Login >, if the following page (not calendar page) displays, please 

check before proceeding. 

  

 (1) Did you enter the ID and password correctly? 

Check to see that you entered correct uppercase letters or lowercase letters. For example, I 

(uppercase I), l (lowercase of L) and 1 (number 1) are often mistakenly mixed up. To enter correct 

ID and password, it's suggested to copy and paste from either original contents or email that you 

have received them from. 

 

(2) Is the service start date entered correctly? 

User can't log into the system prior to the < Service start date > that is stated in notification email.  
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5-1-2 Forgot your password 

Please follow the steps below.  

1. At conference administrator login page, click [Here if you have forgotten your password].  

 

 

2. Enter conference administrator login ID and administrator email address, click < OK >. 

 

 

3. Confirms that you succssfully sent an email to reset your password. 
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4. Click URL in the password reset email you received. 

 

 

5. Enter your new password and click < OK >. 

 

 

6. Password reset completion page displays. Enter your ID and new password to proceed. 

 

 

 

 

5-1-3 Not receiving conference confirmation email 

Confirmation emails sometimes do not arrive your mailbox as fast as you have expected. This may be 

caused by temporary delays in delivery at Internet Service Provider or your corporate mail servers, 

sometimes the delay could take hours. 

Please always schedule a conference a few days ahead to prevent unexpected delays.  

 

Attention 

The URL enclosed in the password reset email is only available for a limited time and will expire as 

stated in the email. 
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5-1-4 Can I extend a conference beyond its scheduled ending time? 

Yes. Please be ware that upon logout, user is only allowed to enter (log back in) the same meeting room 

within an hour from the ending time. 

Users under "Fixed Data Service Plan" are forced to log off in 10 minutes from the meeting ending time.  

 

5-1-5 Can I invite an user that was not on the invitation email? 

By addressing < Number of Guest account > at the time of reserving a conference, organizer receives 

invitation email that has guest user URL enclosed. Organizer may send this guest user URL to the user(s) 

that he wants to add by email and etc.  

 

5-1-6 Can I close a conference early (earlier than its scheduled ending time)? 

From the conference scheduler page, click < Force to close this conference >. Click < > to confirm your 

intention to close the conference immediately. Upon confirmation, all participants will be logged off and 

conference URL is void. This scheduled conference ending time will be replaced by actual closure time.  

 

5-1-7 What can privileged users do? 

Privileged user can do the following to all participants during a conference. 

 Change all participants conference screens; 

 Change user display settings; 

 Change shared window size for all participants; 

 Remotely change user video settings; 

 Remotely change user audio settings; 

 Remotely start / pause a video for user; 

 Remotely change user network connection speed; 

 User remote settings (connection, video, audio); 

 User speak / share settings; 

 Log off user; 

 Provide remote support for user; 

 Share a file that has been uploaded prior to the conference.  

 

 

 

Point 

Privileged user needs to be decided and assigned before the conference starts. 

• Adhoc room: Log into a conference; 

• Reservation conference room: Scheduling. 
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5-1-8 First-time user tried to login and a connection wizard displays. What 

should I do?  

First-time users often see this connection wizard when the app fails to login the conference room. 

Follow the steps below, try to manually set route search to login a conference room.  

1. Press < Cancel > button to close connect wizard. 

2. At conference room page, click < Settings > to open a settings page. 

3. Click [Connection] tab. 

4. Change [follow the connection method of web browser] to [Via HTTP proxy (HTTP tunneling)] 

Enter following items: 

 Enter Proxy Name and Port Number per your network required 11 

 Set default port number to 443; 

 Turn on < CONNECT method >. 

5. Click [Enter (Reconnect)] to proceed.  

 

* If [Show detail] is ON. 

5-1-9 Can I share files with OS other than Windows? 

Yes. User can shares files with users using non-Windows devices (iOS device, Android device, Mac 

device). 

                                                        

11 Please ask your network administrator for the correct proxy name and port number. 
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Please check following for a list of sharable files.  

 

Windows 

    → Windows 

Windows 

          → iOS 

Windows 

      → Android 

Windows 

         →  Mac 

File sharing ◯*1 △ △*2 △*2 

Virtual files sharing  

(VPI sharing)  
◯ ◯ ◯ ✕ 

Application sharing  

(AP sharing)  
◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

Desktop sharing ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

Web sharing ◯*3 ◯*3 ◯*3 ◯*3 

Whilte board sharing ◯ ✕ ✕ ✕ 

 

◯ Sharable. Sync. 

△ Sharable. Not sync 

✕ Unable to share. (Not applicable) 

 

*1 Some shared files are not actively syncing in page flipping effect or scroll down/up.  

*2 File is opened by an unidentified application. Thus, sync may not take place. 

*3 Sync page forwards and backwards. 

 

5-1-10 What do the colors mean at lower right corner on meeting room 

page? 

 
This color represents the connection status. From the order of good to no connection, they are < green >, < 

yellow >, < orange >, < red >. 

 

Green Good connection 

Yellow Fair, packet delay or loss is detected but not significant 

Orange Poor, packet loss or delays may deteriorate meeting quality 

Red Not connected. 

Audio quality may experience interruption when the connection status is in Orange or Red. Please reduce 

your connection speed to seek for improvement. 
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* If [Show detail] is ON. 

 

5-1-11 How to uninstall the client program? 

To uninstall, go to Windows Control Panel, from < Add or remove Programs >, choose < MeetingPlaza 2D 

Version 8.5 > or < MeetingPlazaPlugin > to delete.  

 

5-2 Troubleshooting 

 Contact NTT TechnoCross Support Team for helps 

MeetingPlaza is exclusively developed by NTT TechnoCross. We deliver technical support in a timely and 

professional manner. 

Inquiries from our website (https://www.meetingplaza.com/e/), please go to < Support >.  

Users may contact our customer support team by email ( support@meetingplaza.com ).  

* Please advise the support representative that your inquiry of "MeetingPlaza". 

* Please be aware that some inquiries may take extra time before we can get back to you. 

* For requests on replacement of account, pricing or billing inquiries, please contact our customer 

service in Japan for immediate support. 

 

https://www.meetingplaza.com/e/
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